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I. INTRODUCTION 

The criminal justice system is a cornerstone of our 

society and many of the difficulties encountered within 

that system are symptomatic of larger societal problems. 

The primary difficulty facing the criminal justice 

system is how to deal effectively and efficiently with 

the number of criminal matters J·t handles annually thr01.10h 

utilization of limited resources. Backlogs and congest1~n 

have impain~d the system r S abili t.y to hi1ndlc cases alre':l.tJy 

within the system. Many of the efforts to alleviate the 

short term (U f:Ei.cul ties have ignoJ.:'ed any long term sYR.!..::emat:.~c 

change.:;; . 

It is (:;vi.dcnt that these overwhelmi::1<J conC0rns cannot. 

be remedied soleJ.y tluough a massive infusion of funds. 

Generally v'That i.s required is a realistic analysis of the 

criminal justice system with reference to the systems' 

abilit~ to handle cases in the future as well as clearing 

up the congested courts as they now exist. To achieve these 

goals extensive cooperation between the various facets that 

comprise the court system is required. We must begin to 

think of the courts, prosecutors and defense counsel as 

parts of a greater entity where the sum is in fact greater 

than the total of its parts. Planning, research and 

systematic appraisals must simultaneously consider the 

ramifications to ·the \'111ole whcm a part is altered. Informa

tion systems must cut across agency lines. Multiple 
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utilization of resources in a combined effort are mandated'. 

Efficiences instituted in one sector must not be allowed 

to impinge on the operational efficiency of another segment 

of the system. 

Instead of piecemeal changes involving one part of 

the court system all facets must be considered and the 

changes planned across the system. Each segment, as the 

situation currently exists, plans for its own immedia'te 

needs, and re-allocates resources as pressures are exerted 

upon them. This creates rippling effects throughout the 

sys tem \vhere the ultimate backlog becomes concentrated t,o 

such a degree that only emergency allocation of resources 

can rectify the crisis. 

Just as significant for the system is research and 

study of the most efficient mode of accomplishing its \-,TOr]c 

and a more knowledgeable allocation of existing resources. 

A concerted effort must and is being made to ascertain nOVI 

me'chods of accomplishing existing tasks not only without 

infusion of new resources but ''li tl1 even fewer d(~mu.l1ds on 

existing resou:t:.ces. This effort must be a fortiori 

concentrate on the question of ,vhether cu'~'. nt court and 

case processing procedures are the most viable given the 

task and objectives of the sys'tem. We must openly and 

honestly evaluate the efficacy of extant court processing 

systems wi+h a vjew to replacing them, guided by the 
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required constitutional guarantees. 

The second section of this report deals with the need 

for modernization of case processing within the court 

system. Under the guidance of professional management 

personnel, the courts must undertake to streamline its 

operational procedures and capabilities for change. 

Sever<11 sUbstantive recon,mendations relating to the 

conduct of criminal trial procedures are set forth. 

Under the Proeecution heading, devices for screening 

out caSBS which should not either enter or remain in the 

cri.minal justice system are discussed. By reducing the 

number of cases that are proccssed at each stage of the 

adjudicatory process, the resources required to process 

those caseR are similarly reduced. This is, in effect, 

a reallocation of resources to deal with the serious 

criminal cases. 

Once the system has excluded all those matters not 

properly within the system consistent with its priorities, 

the next immediate goal should be expediting case process·~ 

ing. 

The theory here is that the longer a case remains 

in the system the more it costs to process. The concern 

"then is with disposing of cases as soon as possible 

after their entrance into the system. To achieve this 

M lib 
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objective, a front-loading prosecution effort can be 
, 

very effective, if coupled with effective case management 

techniques. 

Many criminal matters would never reach the criminal 

justice system if the legislature took steps to decrimi-

nalize crimes such as alcoholism, gambling, prostitution 

anQ minor possessions of marijuana. 

Secondly, the dispute mediation concept can be 

employed as an effective device to divert cases involving 

interpersonal disputes from the system. 

Efforts to train front line police officers to dis-

tinguish aci:,ivitios \·!hich are not criminal but rather social 

in nature will similarly reduce the number of cases enter-

ing the system. 

These recommendations can be implemented without 

significant additional resources. By processing only 

those matters \'1hioh rightly belong in the system in a more 

efficient manner, surplus allocations can be used to 

process priority cases. 
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1\.. COUR'I' lI.DHINTWT'HATION 

1. Unifi8d AdminiGtration of Courts 

~18 C0urt systom of Dlo State of New York should be 

n'or~Jani7.('d into a untf:i.ed jndicial system financed and 

j nnOVi't t i vc- appro~1c1lCc to tho solution of thct-:;c lU lc":m:li:lS 

thr::nvJh UH' npplication of procedural and tc'chnologi. cnl 

It hus been u tradition in previous history of court 

management to allocate supervisory responsibilities to tho 

j uclljcG of the courts. Not only dous this practice div~~):t 

till' judge from performing his intcmdeci function - that of 

11caring and dociding cases - but it additionally thrusts 

upon him a duty fOl' which he hns goncral1y has not trained. 

In response to this poorly concaivn~ practice, a 
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complex activities inherent in daily operation of the 

courts can be better served through utilization of modern 

management technology. 

An essential component of such utilization is the 

expertise of the specially trained court administrator. 

The overall focus of a court administrator is aimed 

at tho delay and congestion that characteristically arises 

from the mismanagement and improper utilization of time 

and resources obse1~ved in many court operations. 

Another aspect of the fragmentation problem relates 

to the fact that the Criminal Division of ele court system 

is divided jurisdictionally. 

In New York City the Crimint:tl Courts have jurisdicti<'J1l 

to dispose of misdemeanors and violations bu·t may only 

conduct probable cause hearings on felony complaints. 

The Supreme Court of the State of New York is vested with 

the authority to dispose of felon.ies after indictment. 

At this ti.me no State has achieved a single court 

of general trial jurisdiction. 

The combination of the lack of unified administration 

of courts, the bifurcation of jurisdiction and the absence 

of sufficient administrative management expertise has 

resulted in duplication, inflexibility in resource allocatiori 

and a failure to maintain uniform statistics and records 

including a serivus lack of accurate and useful statistical 

information on the work load of the courts. 
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At the heart of the court administrator's universe 

is the data base that provides raw ma"terial from which 

management personnel tan analyze and evaluate court methods 

and procedures in order to undertake the planning necessary 

for designing improvements in operations. 

The lack of such data effectively inhibits evaluation 

of court procedures o::etards meanin.gful research, and 

gen.erally stymies the efforts of court personnel and othars 

interested in bringing about necessary changes. 

If the technology of data analysis is to be an 

effoctive aid to court management, there are certain 

essential requirements that must be satisfied wi.thin 8.ny 

givon court system. 

In tte first instance it is imperative that standardi

zation be implemented in designin<J procedures for dG')ta

gathering in order to provide a uniform data base. 

Provision of a standa~dized and uniform data base is 

an essential prerequisite for participation of a given court 

in automated data technology. The opportunities that are 

currently being explored and expanded in this area of 

computer technology include development of automated 

information and statistics system at local, state and 

federal levels with the possibility of varying degrees of 

participation for agencies within the criminal justice 

system. For example, the F.B.I. maintains an information 

system known as the National Crime Information Center or 

NeIC. The data stored in the NCIC system represents 

----------------------"----------------------
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documented information regarding crime and criminals that 

is collected and exchanged with authorized agencies in 

the interes·t of a more effective and efficient criminal 

justice system. 

The criteria of eligibility for participation in this 

computerized system mandates the compatibility of a given 

data system with the NCIC guidelines - illustrating the 

importance of implementation of a uniform and standardized 

data base in a given court operation. 

Beyond the exchange of crj.minal statistics nnd 

informat.ioll ,modern computer technology provides th(~ 

oPPoJ':turli ty for numerous other uses that may be. ben.eficial 

to tlK courts. 

PrescntlY,computors are being utilized in various 

locales for SUcll diverse activities as the scheduling of 

cases, identifying the number and age of cases for which 

a specific attorney is responsible, pinpointing backlogs 

and bottlenecks in ·the judicial process 8.nd providing 

notifications to defense attorneys and bailed defendants 

for scheduled trial dates. 

CourJc administrators are becoming increasingly aware 

of ·the interrelat:ionship of any given component of the 

criminal justice system to the other members. An evaluation 

of the bottlenecks that can be identified through data 

analysis of case processing reveals the necessity for 

upgrading all components of the criminal justice system if 
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we are to effectively meet the due process requirements 

prescribed in the Constitution. 

Without a comprehensive assessment and upgrading of 

t.ho total sYBtem, we vlill succeed only in smoothing out 

the wrinklos in case processing at one juncture to dis

cover that a case is still subject to the frustrating 

congest.ion and delay that has become all too endemic to 

tho criminal jus·tice system t particularly in our nation's 

met.ropolitan clreas. 

A f'itriking example of this phon ')menon is the inability 

of the Courts and the correctional arencies to respond 

to t:hc influx of defendants gc.mcratec. as C". result of 

ill1provcd ] .::'1.\-] cmforcelt1unc. techn:i.ques in n~Cl-,::nt_ yea:Cf}. 

This doC!s not mean to imply ':':h<lt 1m..; enforcement 

should not enjoy the benefit of innovations to assist in 

performance of essential duties, but the obvious fact that 

remains is the criminal justice system cannot provide the 

cquitu.ble standard of justice '.;Thich should be the bir-th

right of ev(;~ry citizen r both the criminal and the victim t 

unless each component of the system coordinates it~ 

allocated resources to perform the duties with which it 

has been charged. 

Once a court system has achieved the fundamental 

unified administration required, ancill~ry benefits are 

:r:ealized in the bUdgeting realm. Unitary budgeting means 

effective, uniform financial procedure and improved court 

mamagemen t in the follmi'ing areas: 
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Judicial administrative planning 

Equitable statewide distribution of 
judicial services 

Page 10 

Uniform job classification for judicial 
employees 

Adminis·trat.i ve methods 

Uniform job classification for judicial employees is 

another problem created in New Yo.!;c City by the lack of 

a single court of general trial jurisdiction. The judges 

and their supporting staffs are not r8adily interchangeable 

between the inferior and superior couri.: systems. rrhis lnck 

of interchangeability is compounded by salary differences, 

civil service distinctions and union restrictions. In 

combination, thc.sG differences substantially roduCt.:? tbe 

obvious benefits of unified administration of the Courts 

of the City by severely restricting the fle~ibility of 

the court administrator to deal with shifting caseloads. 

In 1974 New York City registered 25J,065 arrest cases in 

addition to 5,078,005 sumnlonses to appear. The absolute 

necessit.y for flexibility in the area of resource allocation 

is axiomatic. 
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2. Analysis of Case Management and 
Calendaring Procedures 
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In reference to the needs of case management, the 

utilization of computers for avoiding scheduling conflicts 

and for coordinating the appearance of individuals 

essential to the court process offers significant potential 

for attacking court congestion and delay. 

The consequ(mcE.~s of delays and interrup tion in the 

court process potential.ly include the financial loss and the 

misallocation of scarce court att~ndants, police, probation 

and/or corrections personnel as well as defense and 

prosecutorial attorneys. Over a period of time, the frequent 

oocurlcn~e of delays cnn contribute to a difficulty in 

recruiting witnesses and the refusal of complainants to 

cooperate. 

Thus, non-appearance of an individual critical to the 

court process can seriously hamper effective operations of 

both the courts and the other components of the criminal 

justice system. A serious effort should be directed to 

the improved coordination of court appearance of all 

necessary parties. Present computer technology in this 

area makes it possible to automatically identify the 

necessary parties required on a given date as well as 

prepare the printed notices of appearance to be mailed. 

Such a capability can effect considerable manpower savings 

in clericnl personnel as well as eliminating needless 

app(~arances on tlw part of individuals unaware of schedule 
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changes. 

For years it has been virtually impossible for any-

one to describe the work of the courts in terms of its 

workload. Statis·tical data, when available, varieC!. vlidely 

from court system to cour·t system. The format in which 

the data which existed was presented was generally solf-_ 

serving, highlight.ing posi'cive factors and ignoring the 

negative. Rarely was it at all useful for any managomcnt 

oriented purposes. Manually procosDed, it was generally 

dated \\Then it finally appeared. Appearing in summary from, 

and bc!cc::.use it \1aS manually produced r stored or retrievable, 

furthGr analysis \vas all but impossible. Since data E!lHments 

were not: unifonnly defined, compc~.rative analysis among courtB 

was also impo;:;sible. And, because the formu.ts of sllmrrlaries 

changed frequently over the years, it was difficult to 

develop accurato trend data or to describe the probc::tble impact 

of known events such as added personnel or changes in the 

law on the work load of the courts. 

Based on t:he monitoring and case flow statistics which 

evolve in effective court administration, profeSSional 

management c::tnd c::tnalytical techniques must be utilized to 

design evaluative studies of the system. The approach 

taken must be two-fold. First, the continuous production 

of data permits on-going evaluation for mid-course 
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corrections and flexibility in adapting to sudden stresses 

witl1in t.he system. By carefully monitoring the flow 

of cases and periodic reporting by the calendaring-staff 

the administrative judge can make adjustments in assign-

ments or take other required steps to eliminate build ups 

in congestion and backlog. 

1).'h8 second outlook in eval uation design must seek long 

term alternatives to permit the system to adapt to loss 

obvious trends in the ~~judicatory process. 

Calendaring systems must be adopted to the nature of 

the ci:w(:load and 1:110 infra structure of tho pClrticular 

court sYfd::em in whidl thE~Y are to function. In the large 

metropoli t<:';:.n CQur t: SYStolllS many disparate;; Clpproaches ·to 

com:-t calcndarinSJ have been attempted. '1'11e demands Vii th 

re~,pect to calclldaring in the two-tiered system are quite 

different from tho system with a single court of general 

criminal jurisdiction. Research is required as to whether 

the individual system, the master system, the team approach 

or a hybrid of the foregoing is applicable in a specific 

com:-t system. 

Apart from the issue of which calendaring system is 

most suited to a part.icular jurisdiction, the court 

administrator must recognize the inherent value of selective 

judge ussignment consisten·t with their strengths and 

weaknesses. 
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The key to proper calendaring is accurate data. 

Judicial temperament and productivity can be defined 

for individual judges. Knowledge of individual court

room performance, coupled with scheduling of cases by 

non-judicial personnel should permit an efficient dis

tribution of cases. Efficient distribution of cases 

Inay result in a wide disparity in the caseloads of 

individual judges. 
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Juror ~1anagel'1}ent 

The court system has been subject to intensive criticism 

with respect to ~le utilization of juror time. Jurors them

selves complain of endless hours spent waiting and sittjng 

idly, unable to return to their jobs and most importantl~ un

able to function in t.he capacity for which they were called. 

Trac1i t:i.onally I defendants have t.he right to a trial by a 

twolve man jury and can be convicted only upon a unanimous 

vote. These concepts must be examined more closely to doter

mine \vhe::ther the twelve man pnnel is es~:ential in all pro

soeut ions and \vhether the ummimous rule is \voll founded in 

1091.0 and fairness. It is my opinion that: irrespective of 

jury size r the unanimity ruh) must be preservod ns a safe·" 

guard to the rights of <.1.n accusc~d. \h]het:hGr the six juror 

panol concept currently ut:ili?cd in New York for trials of 

crimos punishable up to a maximum of one YE:!ar is to be ex

tended to tho more grievous offenses must bE:! considered. 

Esscnti~l fairplay indicates that a six juror panel should be 

instituted in all but the most grievous matters. In New 

Yo:;:-k State t.he jury of six should be used in all criminal 

matters except those charges punishablc;~ by more than fifteGn 

years. Depending on the nature of a givGn prosecution, it 

has been demonstrated that from two to three times the number 

of jurors who actually serve on panels must be available to 

fill these panels. Given the tremendous expense of maintaining 
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so many jurors it would be wise to evaluate the efficiency 

and fairness of six juror panel utilization in as many 

instances as possible. 

Perhaps the most compelling need in this area is for pro

fessional management of the juror panels. Many court systems 

do not employ professional management personnel or techniques 

in order to expedite optimum juror utilization. The panel 

must be more closely tailored to the number of jurors actunlly 

needed \1hile special arrangQmcnts can bE; made for exceptional 

demand:] on the jury pool. ~rho use of analytical managoItlcnt 

tools can limit the call of jurors to serve initially; in acld

i-tion, d1 smissals should b(~ exorcised frequent.ly dnd c.'}~pcd

itiously. By sta_qg(~ring tri.aJ. starts r venin>ltlen can bo avail

able for selection at a number of proceeding::; during t.he coursc:! 

of a day. Sustained operation of the juror pool with judicious 

calling of panels would augment more effective juror utilization. 

Professional management in this area of court op(~rations 

could reduce waste; funds expended ~nd increase juror utilization. 

It is a prime example of vvhere the system can do more while 

employing- fewer of its resources. 
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Jury Selection/Voir Di,Fe 

A surprisingly large percentage of the time required to 

conduct a criminal trial is devoted to the voir dire. The 

purpose of the voir dire is to discover bases for challenging 

jurors for cause and to facilitate exercise of peremptory 

challenges. In this jurisdiction the extent to which each 

attorney is permitted to inquire into prospective jurors! 

eligibility rests in large measure on discretion of the trlal 

j uc1ge:s. rJ'ho judge 8i tting TItC:'tY permit oaeh of the respeeti VC' 

COUlIL;C') orR to ask all quest~ions or he might ask ffifU1y of the 

<Juontions himself. In contrast, the FederaJ District Court 

preliminary questioning is pc:;rformed by the judgE~. In this 

fashion mU~l of the duplication and time waste involved is 

eli.minated. The rospncti.ve counselors are permitt.c:::cl to make 
. 

only limited inquiri:s as to the qualifications of the pros-

P(~ct.i,vc.~ jurors. But \1hilo this. solution has worked qui,to 

fairly and equitably, the threshold question remains. Should 

t.he, judge', whose time is limited, be involved in the jury 

selection in the first instance? There is a definite need 

to investjgate the alternativQs to this procedure. 

For example, in civil cases, it is quite common to have 

the jllry panel selected by the opposing attorneys out of the 

prosence of the presiding magistrate altogether. This approach 

yields significant savings in court personnel man-hours. The 

most vital issue to be dealt with in criminal prosecutions, 
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however, is safeguarding the rights of the accused in tJl(~ 

process. In devising a system of jury selections in criminal 

prosecutions, great attention would have to be directed to 

selecting and prese.rving an unbiased panel. This issue could 

be partially resolved by preparation of written, standardized 

jury selection forms \,lhich must be carefully evaluated in the 

context of the accused's constitutional rights. The magistrate, 

nevertheless, would be available to resolve disputed issuos. 

An interesting possibility involves the integratioll of jury 

soloction hearing officer witlloUt resort to either the judiciary 

or personncl. 

By removing much of thE! jury selection out of: thc~ c(\nt'i~rooml' 

it would appea:r: -ella t; wany of the'! fu.nctions presently assi (mod 

to the judiciary might b~~ dele9atod, con~;istent 'with princ:ipl(~s 

of fairness, in ord(~r to allo", judges to perform those strictly 

non-delegable duties. The savings and efficiencies that could 

be achieved are apparent and again, this substantive changu 

could be implemonted without significant infusion of additional 

resources. 
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Elimination of Grand Jury Indictment Procedures 

The formal indictment procedure by Grand Jury has become 

a serious obstacle to efficient case processing in the Supreme 

Courts of the state of Now York. In Nmv York city a felony 

complaint is first filed in the Criminal Court where a pre

liminary hearing may be conducted. Once a case is held for 

tho action of the Grand Jury, an Assistant District Attorney 

will prN~ellt the matter to the Grand LTury. A c,'WG can also 

rCl(1ch th(' Grand Jury by direct pr-cs<:-;ntmcnt. Th(~ particulm: 

funct:i on of tl1E'! Grund Jury "J'(;'\ are doC! ling \·li th j nstantly 

shou1 c1 no t be cc.Hlf\l~1(;'d with tllC inv(~sti9ntivc function of tlw 

Grand .,lllry. 

~lG aetnal pre8entation to the G~and Jury is not an ad

vc:n:nai"ial proc(~ndj Wf. 'rhe ASf".:i stant District At:torney in 

attendanoe acts only as a legal advisor but is ontitled to 

C'XP1:l'!:lS his opinion I'.ri th refot'(:,l1CO to the significanco of Uw 

evidonce presentnd. The prosecutor should refrain from pre

senting ~;v.ic1cllce that would be inadm.issibl(~ if submitted 

beforo the potit jury. 

Despite its status as an indopendant legal body, the 

Grand Jury proceedings reveal that an extremely high percentage 

of those cases presented to it arc returned as indictments. 

The procedural guidelines and statutos governing the conduct 

of Grand Jury op(.~rations are quite specific and unduly complex. 

A large investment in time and effort must be made in order to 
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complete this stago of the criminal prosecution, including tho 

calJing of witnesses. 

Although a per.son charged with a felony is entitled to 

appear and testify before this panel, faw d8fenda.nts avail 

thcntf30l vos of the opportunity. In {;Jr,:! event., defendant I s 

counsel is not permitted into the, actual pr'oceeclings, \'l11ich 

stimulates reluctance to appear. 

Gi ven this context: we must qu('~st ion the! need for this 

pond0rous entity. Can the rights of the accused be ~d0quDtely 

safeguarded throu~jh a simplcC)r r more exped itous indichl1C;nt: 

proc0t11Jl~e:l The answor m:ly be in a devj co. known as tlw 

prosecutor's infon,mtion. 

rElic: NCi.v Yor): State logislatun::! 110.;: l~l'cL~ntly onactcd 

ArticL', 19 S of t.hc: CrirnLlal Procedure IJ':H'l. A dcfenc1i.lnt in a. 

criminal pros0cution may waive formal Grand Jury pr~sentm~nt 

and thorel:::y gain valuable time. Upon the dc-fendant's 

waiver, signed in open court, the prosecutor then must file 

an information indictin0 the de fondant for the char0(~S 

covered by the executed waiver. The section has not been 

used oxtGnsively since its enactment. 

Although Article 195 moves in tho right direction it 

does not fully address the problem of Grand Jury presentment. 

~t\1hat is needed is reform of the preliminary hearing 

structure as discussed in 3(£) supra. so that it will 

function a~ a screening and discovery device. Once there 
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has boon a judicial determination tha~ there is probable cause 

a crimo has been committed by the defendant, the prosecutor 

would merely file an information in the Superior Court 

indict.ing the accused. It is somewho.t redundant to prOCGSS a 

. . '- - 1 .' .. crlmlnnl al_ogatlon through two separate, tlme COl1SUmlng stages 

wllGro ono pl(lcodtu:(~ would suffice. It appcal~s, that ''lore 

appropd ate saf(~guards to the de fondants rights drafted into 

the procC'dun~ I tlH' ('\lill1,ination of tho formEll Grand Jury 

indictnK'llt function would be compatiblo with constitn-Liona.1 

'1'1'1(' Grane] ,Jury ",1ould continue to ft.U1.ction \\ri til referGl1ce 

, 
j 11 Hw CNd('x t of: ,:m nxtl'(.:lltC<J y ovcr(~ro~::'dot1 :i udic~.<lJ system; 
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Revision of Discovery Procedures 

Fundamental to any effort at reform of the criminal 

justice system is a good, hard look at the adversary system 

and the attitudes that currently persist. It is conceivable 

and in fact most probable that the traditional roles to be 

played by the adversaries are not fully understood or have 

been altered by long usage and the passage of time. By re

assessing, ab initio the nature of this traditional relation

ship we may determine that it has been transformed into an 

entity inconsistent with the ends of justice. 

More specifically, it is I believe in the best interests 

of all parties to have plenary knowledge of the salient facts 

in a criminal matter prior to any activity with reference to 

that case. As fundamental as thi s may sound, t:he ac1versary 

system practiced today is not consistent with this principle. 

To make it perfectly clear, the accused under our system re

mains under no obligation to provide the prosecution with any 

informa·tion whatsoever. The prosecution on the other hand 

must, consistent with the accused's right to be apprised of 

the cha~ges against him, provide all discoverable information 

to the defendant as early as possible. 

The current practices in New York State provide for 

discovery of the particulars of a prosecution pursuant to 

Civil Practice Law and Rules,Section 3041 and Article 240 

Criminal Procedure Law. These c1evices and provisions for 
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motion pru.ctice discovery are archaic and cumbersome. Defense 

is ent.itled to certain basic undisputed information. 'J.1here 

is a crying need for early, volunt.ary disclosure initiated by 

the pros0cution. All disputes with regard to information, 

above and beyond information provided by the prosecution would 

still be amonablo to discovery through the trad.itional motion 

prv.cticc statute~). Legis la tion i£~ required to formalize the 

procc'duI'e and eliminate any inconsistEmcies in prosecution 

policies that may be in effect. 

Much of the delay occasioned in the trial courts is npcnt 

woiting for discovery material to be turnod over and in the 

pl't~parati(ln of numerous demands f nnsv"Yors nnd orders. In 

nddi".::i on tC) spcoc1inSl up thE,~ lnc(Han tirr.c 1.:G trial r it is 

hi~Jhly probable tha:t disposi t:i ems would also be cxpC'('U ted. 

\-vi t.h full di s COVCl'Y the cases could be u.nC11yzed soon after" 

their introduction into the criminal justice system and 

disposed of apPl:opria"tely in an inforrn(2d r equi tnble manner. 
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Preliminary (Probable Cause) Hearing 

In New York state, a defendant committed to custody in 

excess of 72 hours upon a felony complaint must be accorded a 

preliminary hearing or be released from custody. This is 

qualified in section 180.80 of the New York State Criminal 

Procedure TJaw by three factors: 1) if any of the delay is 

at the defendan~s request, 2) an indictment was issued or 3) 

there is present a compelling fact or circumstanco p:i:ecluding 

disposition of the cOTl1!,)luint. 

The basic purpose of this heaJ:ing is to determine if 

there is reasonable cause to believe that tho defendant 

committed a f olony. Criminal ProcedUl:'e Law Sect ion 170. '75 

permi b, a dcfcnc1,mt to roquest a similar hearing on a misde-' 

me~nor complaint. The probable cause hearing section has boon 

strictly interpret(~d by the judiciary. '1'he prosecutor aims 

at revealing only enough of his case to meet the probable 

cause requiroment that a felony waS committed. The judge 

usually limits cross examination of prosecut.ion witnesses 

with the ctaveat that the hearing is not a discovery proceeding. 

By interpreting this hearing statute so restrictively, an 

excellent opportunity to weed out non-sustainable matters and 

to facilitate exchange of information is lost. Matters which 

will be dismissed for fatal evidentiary defects at a later 

stage are passed on through the system. Conversely, the 

defense may not be sufficiently acquainted with discoverable 

" 
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items of evidence to fully realize at this early juncture 

that the probability of conviction is great. 

In addition to certain preliminary screening procedures 

discussed elsewhere, it is imperative to elimina'ce cases from 

the system as early and equitably as possible. The preliminary 

hearing can be broadened to do just this, with tremendous 

savings to the system. If the procedure is coordinated with 

plenary discovery and waiver of indictment procedures the number 

of cases entering' the; Superior Court vlrill be reduced but tho 

quality of those matters enhanced. 

Just vlhat is the appropriat,e vehicle through which to achir:\!".~~ 

these aims is subject to question. It is conceivable ilt Joust 

in thc-;! Ne\,; Yor}~ Jurisdi ctj on that tho e:dsti.n9 statutes can b;,,"\ 

interpretc'd wi t11 a view to discovery and early ex.change o{ 

information al t_l1ough for the silke of uniformity and conciseness, 

a legislative determination is in order. 

The primary effects of these changl::!s are obvious while 

secondary ramifications are often obscured. By early elimination 

of cases, c;:,~g0stiol't ::'s re:icved at the latter stages and only 

serious, prosecutable criminal matters will continue through 

the system and priorites aro more properly addressed. How 

much time and money would be realized is almost impossible to 

ascertain, but it is logical to infer that this would be a 

significant consequence of the chango. It is crucial to note 

that, stan~ing alono, this broadening of functions of one 

stagG of a criminal proceeding would be ineffective. Along 

-.-~.=----:....:.....--..:..~-~~---~-- ------ .--'~- ._' -----~-------.--:.-.~--- ~ \I, .. ------ ----
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similar lines without bona ;fide commitments to these principles 

by all facets of the criminal justice system including the 

prosecution, success will be limited. 
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§en tene ing_- Pre- Sen tence Memoranda 

The imposition of sentence upon a defendant is possibly 

the most critica.1 point of the ajudicatory process both for 

the dofendant and the administration of criminal justice. 

In dcciding the destiny of the offender, the effectiveness and 

fairnoss of the criminal justice process is held up to scrutiny. 

It seems incongruous that the system which provides 

(.:ow;:'lex Hafc.'guard procedures for the rights of the accusE.'ld 

during trial ceases to function effectively when the sentencing 

piHtf!C' is reached. Sent.cmcing j uc1gemcnts C1re far lass rcgulatc)d 

or rostricted than any other aspect of the judicial process. 

'l'ho\1ght must 1)(.: given to the proper cxtent of judicial dis

cretion in s~nt0ncing. ~hc sweoping power given to judges in 

mc.'till':J out s(~ld:enccs are somatimes inimic('J,l to the concept of 

equul protaction under the law. 

Trial judges, answerable only to their corisciences and 

limi l:c!d nppC'llate revic.wmay pronounce sentence on a defendant 

in a givon cose that varies from no incarceration up to twcnty

fi ve years or lllore in jail. 

A defendant who comos up for sentencing may have no 

reliablo way of predicting whether he will be freed on pro

bati.on or incarcerated for a period perhaps encompassing the 

remainder of his life. 

When the judge determines what is an appropriate sentence 

in a par·tiC"'ular case ( he is left with IIdisoretion II. to make a 

choi00. "Discretion tl may be defined as the power to choose 
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betwoon t'i'70 or more courses of action I each of which is thouqht 

of as permissible. When offenders are sentenced under ordinary 

criminal statutes, judges have discretion in this sense. 

Legislators rely for guidance upon their own values and 

estimates of social order but there aro effective checks on their 

actions. If the position of a legislator is not in accordance 

wi th the majority, prermmably he will be overruled. 

In the sentencing procedure, judges have occasion to act 

directly upon their personal VicvlS '\vith few immediate restrictionr;, 

Judges are not even directly responsible to a particular 

consti tuency. ViEn'led nost favorably one might assume that i.f a 

judge's values varied too greatly from genorally acceptec1 

standards of fair play, he would attempt to modify his actions 

accordingly and if he fniled to do so, tho Appellate Courts 

would respond. 

Legislative codifi.cation cannot provide clear answers to 

each of the infinite variety of factual situations and some 

uncertainty about the application of statutes is unavoidable. 

Often those who legislate are handicapped by a "relative 

ignorance of fact." Thus it is sometimes desirable that a 

choice be-tween alternates be provided at the point of actual 

application. 11hen a judge must determine ,,,hat sentence to 

impose upon an offender he is exercising this discretion to 

mak.e a choice. 
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If a trial judge determines that the defendant is not 

suited for probation, or a statute precludes probation, or the 

defendant has been placed on probation which \\7as revoked, a 

prison commitment. is most likely to be imposed. When this 

situation arises, a determination as to length of incarceration 

is necessary. Often judicial sentencing is not an accurate 

indicator of how long a convict will remain incarcerated. 

SUh~JCqt1(:'llt sentence decisions :'.'t'ay be made by executive clemency 

authoritios, parole boards and parole officers. 

\\Iho should bear the responsibility for determinin9 the 

period of incarceration? Should the legislature attempt to 

control the length of sentence or should this responsibility 

be dcl~gatcd to oithor the sentencing judge or the correctional. 

instJ tution? rl'here is considerable controversy as to the 

tria] judge's role in determining length of sentence. The 

Modo1 Penal Code;; proposns that he have no di scr(~tion to select 

the maximum sentence: that it should be fixed by statute on the 

basis of th(~ of tense for \vhich convicted. 

Whcn the trial judge has sentenCing discretion he may use 

it to increilso his disposition rate. When this discretion is 

eliminiltcd, pressure is directed toward the prosecutor instead. 

'rhus I the maximum sentence set by the legislature tends to 

place responsibility for determining length of sentence in 

the hands of the prosecutor, rather than in the sentencing 

judgo. This mer'ly substitutes prosecutorial disparity for 
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judicial sentencing disparity. Whatever the merit of the 

legislatively fixed maximum, it is difficult to implement 

regardless of \\There sentencing discrct.ion is placed. It is 

c10ar, lluv!()vcr r that in the in·tor(~sts ()f rohabili tation, maximum 

selltences of inc~rceration, except in the most heinous crimes, 

should be reduced to no more than five to ten years in duration. 

'.rhl~ Standards for Criminal Justice of tho American Bar 

Association points out that in many instances in this country 

the prison sentences euthorized, and sometimes mandated, ara 

far greater than !lE.'cded to protact. the int<::rests of th(' p11])U c. 

'rho l'J';it.ional Advisory CO!lmlission on Criminal .JusU cc 

sta tutt'!, cletend_m::,,:~ tht.' maXI.r.rl1;n timo a defclldt~n t: I s libcl:'tj' 

may bo res t.ricted. \"i thin thi::, mmdmmn pE:riod other ag0nc::d.(:~s 

may be giv8n the power to determine the manner and extent of 

incarceration. 

utilization of a variety of sent0ncing alternatives, 

including unconditional releaso, conditional release, fines 

payable in installments (with a civil remedy for nonpayment), 

and variolls Sl.1tH.:.rvised release plc:1.l1s are t .. lso recommended '-1hi10 

deletion of mandatory minimum sentencc"!s for all offenses 

other than murder is suggested. 

Somo of the apparent sentencing disparities can be 

eliminated oy providing the trial judge with all the assistance 
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currently available in the criminal justice system. One of 

these tools is the Pre-Sentence Memorandum. 

In Now York State pursuant to Criminal Procedure Lmv, 

section 390.40 all defendants have been accorded the right to 

submi t a pre-SE'ntcIlce memorandum. This document cont,:.dns any 

infonnat:ion the defendant and his counsel may dc!em pertinent 

to the qUGstion of sentence. In the interests of justice and 

effocti.v(-' client r(c>prusc'ntation it is essent.inl that repn:~;l'nt

ation of dl.~f(mdnntE; not CO<1GO after conviction. These intere~>t.B 

arc! most admi rably served when a sontcmcing judge know£; all 

thdt he can ,·lith reference to the dcfenclani: bc-:?ing sentencc!(l. 

It: is 1.hipo:t'l:ant for th(·~ in togri ty of t:110 system that tl1C' 

~1n)!';::'8;lCC L(' fed. r anc) .:1pp1'oprj ;::tc. To Rchievf> a balance; t:o th(~ 

GontQnd n~l rnpo:rt~) ElUbmittec1 by the probation agency char~rc'd 

\1.1.1.:,11 Ule! function f 1:11e dofenF 2. bar musi::., as a regular practice r 

p,nc'H( .. :mt thl~ sc:nt.C:llci.n9 al1:erntttives it sees fit to the judge 

prior to the! ti.m(~ of S(,111:ence. These reports may prove to be; 

signi f:Lennl wi t11 referonce to a.ny rehabili tati ve effects 

wrou9ht by the systmn. It is essential to bear in mind the 

incredibly high cost of incarceration to society in exploring 

all. tho ICH.mtoncing poss:i..bili ti.es. 
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gontin~ance R.2licy 

r1'h0. policy determining under what circumstanccf; the 

judiciary should grant a continu.:mcc or vd'] ournmon't: has a 

significnnt impact on both the right of an accused to a npoedy 

trial and the flmv of casas generally in a congest:od court. 

system. 

'nlOJ:'C is a 110ed to a~>cer.tail1 the best me'thod of effecting 

and imp1c-!Inenting such a policy. Changes in st~t.e 1m" have 

lXlOTl accomplished in Nm\T York r btl/: have had Ii tU.o o:e no 

effl'C!t on the dolay problmu. Host stc-ttutes c1esignod to :t'cmc'dy 

1enSlthy <;lUj ournmen·ts ho\?o sC')ctic"ns prescribing Gxcc:pti 011:3 to 

the g~neral rule which effectively emasculat8 th8 legislutJ.vc 

intent. 

A hybri d i1pproach invol vinS} a broad <':latC'\,rj (le CODBti tu·~ 

tional provision mandating a speedy t:ria1 and an rmunciat(:c1 

general policy of denyillg adjournmc'nts 1.1n108s nbsoJutcly 

neCQssary may provide a solution. The socond part: of this 

approach could conceivably be codified within 10caJ court 

regulations providing limited judicial discrotion Qnd enforcod 

by administrative judicial personnel. 

Every defendant should have a right to trial within sixty 

to ninety days unless that right is voluntarily waived or 

tolled by defendant's request for a continuance. 

A general policy of granting continuances only when a 

1egi t:imate need for delay exists or when the Court is tempor

arily unable to reach a case should be strictly enforced. 
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Prom a p1:"occ.~dural standpoint the judiciary must be kept 

up to date, OVl!n on a daily basis, with thn "age II of the cases 

011 tlwl r respocti va calondars. Supervision in the applica t.ion 

of t.hosc policies by the administrative judgo is essential 

and must rely on: 1) substantial judicial discretion vested in 

the admj nist.rative judge, 2) clos(:~ liaison and cooperat.ion with 

tho presiding judges and a commitlment to exercise conscientious 

complit'llicQ with the promu19at.cd stnndardt1 of procedure. In 

thiB rnml!1l'J:' the; criminal justice cystern may cichicve a. m(;thod 

of preventing exccssivo, prejudicial delay_ 
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Non-Production of Prisoners 

One of the more serious probl(~ms affecting the opcnltions 

of the courts in Now York City is that of the non-production 

of a subst:antial number of prisoners for court tippoarallcN~. 

Records maintained by the Now York City Department of 

Correction indicato that in J973, 9.9% of tho total number of 

inmates requested by tho courts Vl(;;rO not produced. III BonK' 

c01..111ties f the problem was even more serious wi tIl 24. 9 :~. of l:hE~ 

prisoners not being timely produced. 

The consequences of this defect impact on court operations, 

prisoner morale, and other agencies in tho criminal jus t:icc~ 

system. More specifically r the failure to PJ~oducc a priso!lf':'c 

results in lost tin~(~ ,met the'! c1ccl:'(~a;;cd efficiency of judgc~s, 

court personnel, defense and proBccutorJal staff, police, 

witnesses and jurius. Further, such failures result in an 

extension of a prisoner's period of detention contributing 

to overcrowding in the prisons, higher correctional costs and 

unrest among the inmate population. 

An investigation of this proulem in New York city w<.s 

recently conducted by the NeVI York state Commission of 

Investigation. The Commission concluded ·that ·the prime reason 

for the non-production of prisoners for court appearances was 

"a lack of intcr-agcmcy cooperat- ion. " 

The key causes of prisoner non-production were identified 

as follows: 
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1. Correction records not showing name requested by 

court.. 

2.. No indictment number ot:" incorrt!ct indictmont 

llumbc;r. 

3. Pri SOl1or had b(~on disoharsrcd or bailed out. 

4. Correction D('partITlont failurE;' to idontify do:f:cndcmL 

Behind tho QPpa):~nt problc;,ms in inL>r-aqency cOlmllun.icatjon:~ 

Vv'C'lU I nccording to t.he Commission r three! maj or fetet 01:8: a) 

trndi ti,ol1al maoual record kccpirH] by t11~"'! COFrts r district 

attorneyrj and Department of Corrc'ction; b) lack of uniform rmd 

w(~11-dcsi01W<'l pl'ocodux:cs as Viel1 (H~ untiraoly commuJli c2tions; 

c) lack of a con~:nOll prisoner idont:i.fic:ation number. 

stan(1ard identification of inmaton by the state Criwinal JUE:'::icC' 

Servj oc' computc;)': number (NYS:U:S nml1ber) and u systcm-\'lide 

inforIlmtion network thCJ.t provic1cs imrnod:i.atc information on 

prison0r status and location. 
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1. Police Discretion 

Those familiar with the problems faced by District 

Attorneys are a\Vare that a frequent complain-t voi.ced by 

these officials is that they ha.ve limited control over 

their caseload. The law enforc8ment agencies operating 

wi-thin their jurisdictions govern the number v.nd type of the 

cases presented to the prosecutor. Notwithstanding, the 

District Attorneys haVE! significant discretion and contro] 

over those cases to be prosecuted. 

Since thG police play a large role in determining the 

composi tion of a prosecutor IS caseload I t:he following 

factors have a bearing on the prosecutorial workload: 

· The deployment of police resources; 
· Law enforcement policies; 
· community pressures on the police; 
· Individual discretion of police officers. 

The degree to ,'.;hich these vurious factors are present: 

within a jurisdiction dotermine the manner in which the 

police exercise their arrest powers, concentrate their 

prevention activities and allocate their investigative 

resources. 

In the current climate, at least two of , the above 

factors are always operating. Substantial community 

pressures are being brought to bear upon the police to "solve ll 

the crime problem. If, in large urban areas, "community" 

meant a single consensus as to which types of crime should 

• 
• 
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be <;1.ven priori'ty, then the \vork of the police, and 

ultimately ~le prosecutor, would be considerably easier. 

Urban areas are composed of a large number of 

communities I en.ch with their own conceJ':ns, their own 

priorities 1 and their mm vie'\'ls as t.O how crime and criminals 

ought to be dealt with. Consoqu(m'l:ly I enforcement policies 

of the police may vary widely aCl~OSS a city which results in 

an equally varied caseload for the prosecutor. 

'rho discretion inherent in police pm·mrs operaces at two 

distinct levels. Police administrators decide \'lhcther the 

resource allocation to dE:!al \'7i tIl the so-called "victimless \I 

crimc$ such as prostitution or gambling is sufficient. 

Accordingly, these crimes may be dealt with only when 

conmnm:Lty pressure builc1s or vvhen other circumstances Ie. g. 

robberies by prostitutes, warrant increased attention. 

Doparbnental policy is subject to the exercise of discretion 

and judgment by individual police officers. 

The police, if they are to operate effectively, must 

have broad discretionary powers. Legislative prescriptions 

cannot eliminate the exercise of discretion and sound police 

judgment in a practical context. What is needed, bowever, 

is more careful consideration within law enforcement of the 

manner in which police discretion will be exercised, and 

certainly more internal monitoring of individual actions. 
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I believe that these goals can be accomplished, although 

not without some difficulties. The first step to be under

taken should be to provide police recruits with a better under

standing of the nature of their discretion and the ramifica

tions of its exercise within the framework of departmental 

policies. 

Secondly, greater efforts must be undertaken in connection 

with educating supervisory police dcpaJ~tment pcrGonnel as to 

the limit and scope of departmental charging policies. Thio 

education process requires th8 active cooperation of the 

prosecutor to ensure that prosecution priorities coincide or 

interface with departmental policy. Successful prosecution of 

those arrested r.equires this cooperation if the cri.minal 

justice system is to have any impact on the continued 

commission of crime. 

Third, it is my view that the prosecutors must begin to 

play a more active role in the review of those cases in which 

arrests are made. The first time the actions of an arresting 

officer are subject to limited review occurs when the officer 

commences the booking procedure. The first opportunity for 

prosecutorial review is at the complaint room stage after 

considerable expenditure of police effort and manpower. Most 

states have made provisions within their penal codes, or 

criminal procedure codes, for the release of an arrested person 

by the police, when a review of the facts indicates that an 
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arrest was not warranted. It is rare that these provisions 

are used by the police r hm'1ever. The reasons underlying this 

phenomenon arc not altogether clear. A solution to this problem 

migh·t be found by establishing a pros8.cuto:r. unit w'ithin the 

police department central booking facilities \,.,hose sole 

concern would be the review of cases at time of booking. 

This rcview would have at least tvlO major objectives: 

. Do the facts support the arrest of the 
individual in custody? 

. If the arrest is proper" has the crime alJege:d 
been properly defined? 

The goal of such a review would be to reduce the cas(·~loCtds 

of both Jehe prosecutor und police department by eliminating 

cases which would be dismissed in the complaint room by the 

prof.;ecutor and by properly defining the crime or crimes committed. 

Police administrators and supervisors must beco~e more 

concerned with the ultimate ~isposition of an arrest and the 

close coordination with the prosecution that this requires. 

The solutions to the problems of prosecutors with respect to 

the exercise of police discretion are most likely to be found 

in earlier prosecutorial involvement in the case processing 

scheme and increased liaiso~cooperation and training. 
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2. pispute Resolution Centers 

This topic is included under the prosecution section 

because the dispute resolution concept most closely affects 

the prosecutorial sphere of operations. Dispute resolution 

is a pre-arrest diversion alternative in dealing with cases 

involving interpersonal disputes. With the cooperation of 

the police and prosecutors, family and neighborhood disputes 

can be resolved outside of the criminal justice system by 

addressing the problems at the root of these conflicts. 

Minor criminal conduct alleged bebveen parties knmvn to 

each other usually stems from misunderstandings and resentments 

existing for a period of time prior to police intervention. 

The complainant is often the first disputant to reach the 

police station. 

There are several benefits to be gained by the 

criminal justice system as a result of this type of program. 

The approach attempts to assist the participants in solving 

their own problems. If mediation is successful, the criminal 

justice system is relieved of the onus of entertaining a 

succession of petty charges and countercharges. In addition, 

once a defendant has been booked and charged there is 

considerable difficulty in removing the arrest records of 

individual from law enforcement files. Although the law 

enforcement establishment generally considers these matters 

a nuisance, ita - so realizes that such situations have the 
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potential to become aggravated. Lastly, the criminal justice 

system is able to address those matters wherein clea~ issues 

of criminality are present. In releasing resources usually 

devoted to resolving the interpersonal dispu·t.e, the criminCll 

justice system is free to address its own priorities. 

The Citizen Dispute Settlement Project, an exemplary 

project in Columbus, Ohio, continues to operate successfully. 

The Columbus project employed law professors, and as the project 

progressed, law school students as hearing officers. A 

member of the Night Prosec.ltor t s Office '('las available in a 

supervisory capacity. A few constitutional issues relating 

to the right against self-incrimination have not been resolved, 

although as a practical matter the problem has not arisen to 

any significant extent. 

The need for wider application of this concept is 

important in order to reduce the workload of law enforcement 

and judicial officers in an administrative framework rather 

than the criminal process. 
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3. Case Management 

Priority Case Scheduling 

Comprehensive Case Screening 

All of these areas deal with prosecutorial assignment 

of priorities in the processing of criminal matters. Case 

management provides the prosecutor with data and statistics 

to support charge determination and case handling. Each office 

should have a weighting system for incoming matters \I,Thich 

reflects the prosecutor's policies and priorities. Work-

loao.s I median times between major steps in the adjudicatory 

process and ages of cases are vital for resource allocation 

and for determining those priorities. 

Priority case sched.uling occurs when the prosecution 

advises the court administration which cases should be given 

preferential treatment for trial. Some of the criteria for 

determining which matters might fall into this category are: 

the custody status of defendant, the threat to society posed 

by the defendant, the defendant's prior criminal history and 

the length of time that the case has been pending. 

Comprehensive case screening does not currently exist as 

a functional entity. The idea envisions the screening or 

evaluation of cases at the earliest stages in the adjudicatory 

process for referral and case handling consistent with the 

prosecutor's goals and priorities. 
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Currently, the Major Felony Processing projects in 

New York City have instituted weighting systems that select 

serious offenses which have a high probability of conviction. 

This approach has proven quite satisfactory where prosecution 

resources are severely limited and the caseload outstrips 

the prosecution capability. This solution, however, cannot 

effectively address the largest percentage of cases entering 

the system without a massive infusion of resources. 

Homicic1e, narcotics and rackets bureaus screen cases out 

of the general caseload on the basis of the type of crim9 

committed. Generally, these types of offenses have always 

recei ved priority handling. 'J'he bureaus tend to concent1.'a.tE: 

assistant prosecutors with the particular expertise required 

into the respective bureaus. 

The Career Criminals program screens out the recidivist 

who has committed a serious of tense, while the Prosecutor's 

Management Information System selects cases based on the 

gravity of the crime and the seriousness of the accused1s 

criminal history. The latter project, in addition, attempts 

to address the control of logistical and scheduling impediments, 

the monitoring and enforcement of the consistent exercise of 

prosecutorial discretion and the analysis and research of 

screening and prosecution methods. 

All of these principles and methods of analysis and 
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implementation have yielded valuable guidance for the 

prosecution. The time has come to incorporate many of the 

compatible features of each of these screening and monitoring 

projects into a comprehensive screening, management and 

analysis program. In addition to the promised objectives of 

the Prosecutor's Management Information System, the screening 

mechanism must operate at the earliest possible phase in the 

adjudicatory process. The longer a case remains in the System, 

the more disproportionately the investment of time and effort 

by the entire criminal justice system grows. The scrocning 

mechanism should be employed, therefore, in the complaint 

room or central booking facility as discussed in the section on 

Police Discretion. Experienced personnel would evaluate 

incqming matters to determine case strength and all factors 

relating to how the case should be dealt with, consistent with 

the prosecutor's policies and priorities. The staffing 

patterns are vital to the successful operation of the screening 

procedure at this early stage. Without trial-experienced 

assistant prosecutors, accurate evaluations cannot be performed 

nor is it likely that the chief prosecutor would vest the 

authority to screen cases effectively if they were inexperienced. 

Screening should be directed not only to early preparation 

and investigation of grievous matters but also to elimination of 

those cases that are fatally defective. It must be kept in mind 
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that the length of time required to secure superior approval 

of decisions to dismiss certain cases would negate many of 

the benefits of early screening. 

Once a comprehensive system consistent with uniform 

prosecution priorities is instituted, tremendous progress will 

have been made in addressing the congestion problem in the 

larger municipalities. Again, it is significant that the 

setting of priorities from the prosecution standpoint must 

reflect the capacities of the rest of the system and coincide 

with other criminal justice agency priorities. Only through 

inte9ru:tion and a cooperative approach can the monoli-thic 

problems of the criminal justice system be resolved. 
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7. Uniform Policy 

It is essential that each prosecutor's office de

velop uniform guidelines and policies in the exercise 

of its duties. The policies thus developed would serve 

as a guide to all assistant prosecutors and provide con

tinuity and consistency in dealing with both the judi

ciary and the defense bar. It is apparent that policy 

considerations of the prosecutor can have marked conse

quences with reference to both the volume of cases han

dled by the criminal justice system and how long these 

cases remain in the system. 

Most of the criminal justice agencies complail. 

about the volume of work and the limitation of resources. 

Inasmuch as the discretion to prosecute a particular 

matter lies in the office of the prosecutor) he can 

through an expression of policy determine not only his 

priorities and caseload statistics but also the workload 

for many of the other criminal justice agencies. With 

full realization of the import of prosecution policies, 

the prosecutor must exercise informed discretion with 

reference to prosecution policies. The general policy 

must incorporate priorities as to types of cases which 

are to be more vigorously prosecuted. A determinant 

here is the availability of resources, the number of 

people affected by the particular type of crime and the 
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overall congestion of the criminal justice system. A 

decision of this magnitude necessarily involves a reallo

cation of prosecutorial resources consistent with those 

objectives the prosecutor feels he can achieve. 

There is a fundamental need on the part of the pro

secution to reassess policy vis -a-·vis the distinction 

between felony and misdemeanor charging policies. Designa

tion and indictment of a particular act as a felony matter 

should ipso facto mean that the allegations are serious 

and a priority for that particular office. The designa

tion should be coupled with a concom~tant resolve to allo

cate sufficient reSOUI'ces for adequate pl"'osecution. The 

decision to pI'oceed with a felony case must be viewed as 

a policy decision to prosecute consistent with the gI'ava

men of the offense. The decision to prosecute as a felony 

must also be developed in the context of available re

SOUI'ces of the prosecutoI' and the system. Careful policy 

analysis and delineation is required to maintain the in

tegrity and credibility of the office. 

It has become evident also that unrealistic charging 

practices may be prime congestants in the oriminal justice 

system. Over-indictment for plea bargaining purposes 

serves to exacerbate the already deplorable situation. ,The 

tendency to oVercharge and then reduce the charge as an 

incentive to plea bargain is understandable in the context 
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of a system fraught with delays. However~ continuation 

of these practices only compounds the problem. What is re

quired is enlightened prosecutorial decisions with long 

range perspective rather than short sightednees. 

The ramifications of ill-conceived charging policies 

are clearly felt throughout the system. The impetus to de

lay is further enhanced as the number of cases builds up 

in the court system. Defense counsel is encouraged to wait 

until the case becomes sufficiently ripe for dismissal and 

thereby capitalize on the congestion. The judiciary is 

unable to cope ~'li th the number of cases ostensibly ready 

for trail and the median time to disposition becomes lengthon

edt The tragedy is compounded when the most serious offenses 

must be plea bargained away because the system cannot accoml;'\O

date the number of matters before it. 

In addition to charging policies, clearly defined 

policies of plea negotiation must be instituted. Certainly 

a revision of the charging policies is of primary importance 

but after that plea negotiation standards are crucial. Know

ledge that consistent plea policy exists within a prosecutor1s 

office will minimize judge shopping, inequitable dispositions 

and miscarraiges of justice. 

The defense bar when confronted 'tvi th the prospects of 

a uniform policy will be less likely to attempt dilatory 

tactics. The passage of time will not affect the policy and 
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hence the movement of cases through the system will be 

expedited. 
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5. Education 

Education within the prosecutor's office must cover 

newly appointed or elected assistant training, in house 

practical training and orientation, as well as continuing 

education on the latest_ developments in the field. In 

addi tion to the three areas above ) it is important for colla·

boration between prosecutors of various jurisdictions to 

facilitate discussion and exchange of information and new 

prosecutorial techniques. This can be realized through 

attendance at the national prosecutor's organization meet

ings and seminars. 

In the past the skills required of prosecutors and 

other criminal justice personnel were not taught in law 

schools. Only re.cently have in-tern pl.:>ograms been developed. 

The necessity for classroom and practical training for newly 

elected or appointed prosecutors is particularly vital 

inasmuch as the interests of the state are at stake. The 

responsibility in discharging the duties of a prosecutor 

is ominous and initiates should have all benefits that 

can be provided to accomplish their obligations. 

for the prosecutors on staff who are usually quite 

active in the discharge of the daily duties it is doubly 

important that they be systematically provided with the 

la'test decisional IaN and theory. 

Anoth~r area of training which has been ignored too 

long involved preparation of staff within the courts, 
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prosecutors' offices, public defenders' offices, probation 

offices) etc.) to deal with management science and tech

nological developments affecting their operations. 

There is a need for research to determine how to 

structure educational programs to fulfill all the needs 

vli thin a prosecutoI'! s office. A systematic progr.:.m 

would be most effective to enSU1"'e the quality of assistant 

prosecutors and provide the prosecutor with evaluations 

of his staff and where they can be best deployed. 

----,------------------------- ------------ ----
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6. Case Processing Cost Effectiveness 

The criminal justice system needs systematic analysis 

of what it costs to process a criminal case at each stage 

of the proceedings. Too little attention has been spent 

in addressing the issue of cost effectiveness. It is a 

legitimate departure from customary procedures designed 

to assess criminal justice system priorities to proceed 

in the first instance from a cost per matter position. 

Very few of the prior'ities for the prosecutors have 

given sufficient consideration to cost effectiveness. The 

priorities must be reevaluated on this basis. In the face 

of overwhelming caseloads, increase in the rates of com

mission of crime and budgetary restraints, there is no 

choice. The emphasis must be on reallocation of resources 

and design of systems to accomod~te existing workloads. 

The efficiencies that can be achieved will certainly reduce 

the requirements for additional resources if not release 

already' appropl,iated reSOUl'ces \vhich may then be reallocated. 

The entire cost analysis program provides an unified 

approach under Hhich the various criminal justice agencies 

must cooperate. \1Ji thout the unified approach it is clear, 

that the separate efforts to achieve economies will be 

fI'ustrated. 

---------~--~~----~ ._- -- .. ----
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7. Continuity of .B..sll>~ 

This principle has been extensively explored in con

nection with almost all the specialized prosecution bureaus. 

The backbone of this system places full ~esponsibility 

for case handling from arraignment to disposition upon one 

assistant prosecutor. The traditional method of prosecu

tion, especially evident in those locales where the volume 

of cases is overVlhelming, is to station different assis

tant pt'osecutors at each c~itical stage that a case must 

pass through. 

The benefits of the one assistant, one matter method 

are manifest. The assistant ~'lho will ultimately take the 

case to t~ial is involv~d in its preparation at the early 

stages. There is little likelihood 'that an error will be 

made in disposing of the case. No duplication of effo~t 

in achieving trial readiness is involved. The complainant 

feels certain that justice will be done and the system 

simUltaneously becomes more attentive to the needs of the 

victim. 

Inasmuch as the principle of continuity has been 

demonstrated as a superior method of prosecution case 

handling) the need to adapt the system on a wider scale 

across the full range of prosecution activities must be 

realized. Careful planning is essential to meet this need 

because the system is not easily adapted on a large scale . 
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without the possibility of increasing resources. Con

tinuity is primarily oriented toward improving the quality 

of case handling: The problem then, is how to systemati

cally process large numbers of criminal matters without 

a drastic increase in cost. The efficiencies inherent 

in the proceduT'e are difficult to measure because they 

bear directly on the quality of case handling and the 

results are usually realized at a later point in time. 
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1. Speedy Trial 

The number one priority for the defense bar must 

be the right to a speedy trial. NevI York State has en

acted Section 30.30 Criminal Procedure Lavl which guaI"antees 

the defendant the right to a speedy trial once proceedings 

have commenced. As previously discussed more generally in 

the section on Continuance Policy, the speedy tl"ial rule 

has been any thing but an ironclad guarantee of prompt case 

adjudication. The reasons for this failure are two-fold. 

First, the statute excludes many periodS in computing the 

time from commencement of the action to the time of trial. 

Secondly, New York decisional law has indicated that the 

unavailability of sufficient court facilities should not 

be included in computing the time from commencement of the 

action to trial as long as the matter is placed on the . 
Ready Calendar and the prosecutor indicates he is ready 

to proceed. vJhat is I"equired is probably a revised statute 

with specified times by which certain events in the ad-

judicatoI"Y process must occur. These milestones would in-

volve completion of motion und discovery pI"actice) an out-

side limit as to when the prosecution would actually be 

ready to proceed,and finally, a specific date by which 

the defendant would get a trial, whether or not either 

side was prepared to proceed. In the event the facilities were 
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not available or the prosecution is unprepared, the case 

would be discharged with a bar to any future prosecution 

on the charged offense as well as on any other offenses 

required to be joined with the charged offense. 

In the case of an incarcera~ed defendant, a shorter 

time limitation could be instituted to provide for the 

defendant's release from custody, within a reasonable 

amount of time, but the specific date for the trial would 

still be applicable. This feature is particularly important 

because when a defendant is released from pre-trial 

detention, he may pose a danger to society. The ability of 

the criminal justice system has been impaired and the 

defendant must remain under limited restraint for unconscionable 

periods of time pending determination of guilt or innocence. 

Fe"!,V' of the solutions prQ'posed with respec~c to speedy 

trial take case load congestion into consideration. The 

mammo,':h congestion problem present in many large municipal 

court systems must be effectively resolved before the issue 

of speedy disposition of incoming cases can be dealt with. 
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2. Continuity of Representation 

The same general principles and benefits accrue to 

defense counsel and prosecutor when a case is handled from 

commencement to final disposition by one attorney. The concept 

may at first seem unusual from the defense standpoint, if 

one thinks exclusively of the private practitioner, but 

viewed as a case handling me~hod for public defender organiza

tions it begins to make sense. Under this system the respon~ 

sibility for a criminal matter lies w'ith one defense attorney 

'i'lho makes all the decisions with reference to the case. In 

Ne~'l York City where a separation of inferior and superior Court 

systems exists, the attorney who decides to take a case trial 

is not usually charged with the task of actually trying the 

case. The continuity principle in a two-tiered system usually 

allows a more experienced attorney to handle the matter in the 

inferior court. The expertise that is broughtto bear at this 

early stage can precipitate early disposition of a case or 

shorten the time to trial readiness. 

It is essential that the criminal justice system and its 

administrators and planners not lose sight of the fact that 

defense preparedness is just as vital to efficient case 

processing as any other agency function. Without a competent, 

viable defense organization and close liaison between it and 

the rest of the criminal justice system, operations would 
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come to a stand-still. 

Varied approaches need to be tested under this case 

processing methodology. The team concept may be invaluable 

either as a device to ease the transition from horizontal 

represention, i.e. different attorneys at different stages, 

or as the ultimate case handling procedure. The team concept 

employs a combination of experienced and relatlvely inexperienced 

personnel dealing with a limited group of clients, but ultimate 

responsibility for a case is still relegated to one of the 

team members. This structure preserves the benefits of one-to

one representation ,\'1hile easing scheduling and interfacing 

problems with the other criminal justice agencies. 
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3. ,J.'.1anagemen t Tr ainin5I 

There exists a critical need in the public defender 

organizations for management training of all supervisory 

personnel. - A similar need exists for the Court and 

prosecution personnel in analogous supervisory positions. 

This training is distinguished from the need for professional 

management people in the various administrative capacities 

discussed previously. It is apparent that possession of a 

law degree does not automatically qualify one to manage 

operations of agency personnel. This type of management 

expertise must produce increased efficiencies throughout 

the system. 

,.'.,., ...... . ,.,'I'~~~~""'t"'r .. ... ,:,_"';~"' __ ~~~_'~-""~"""""~"I: '111;.,.'t '.n.' ,." '!r, ~,., ..... ~ •• ~ __ ..... "",,. -~.... ",t ". . 
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4. Education 

Educational requirements for the defense bar are vital 

to the interests of one accused of a crime and hence to 

society as a whole. Educational efforts can most effectively 

be directed toward those agencies charged with the defense 

of indigent defendants. In New York city the Legal Aid 

Society represents a vast majority of the defendants processed 

through the criminal justice system. Article 18B of the 

New York State County Law provides for indigent representation 

where the defender organization is unable to represent 

the defendant because of a conflict of interest. 

The need to educate newly-appointed defense c.lttorneys 

is paramount. The defense attorneys' responsibility must 

not be undertaken lightly or without adequate preparation. 

The focus of any educational effort for those attorneys new to 

the criminal defense field must incorporate both classroom 

theory and either practical on-the-job training or simulations. 

Practicing attorneys already within the system must be kept 

up to date and well-informed on the latest decisional law. 

Where feasible, an entity to entertain legal inquiries of 

attorneys actively engaged in a particular stage of the 

adjudicatory process would be a singular improvement. 
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In New York state the so called "18B" attorneys must 

meet certain criteria before being allowed to participate 

on the indigent defense panel. The attorneys on this panel, 

being drawn from the corpus of private: attorneys, 

are less amenable to systematic educational efforts because 

of the apparent scheduling difficulties. However, attempts 

must be made to insure that the criteria for admission to 

the panel be maintained consistent with the highest ideals 

of the profession and secondly, to provide these attorneys 

with the latest criminal law developments. 

Only when the criminal justice system achieves a well 

coordinated balance between the traditional adversaries can 

our system begin to function effectively. 
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5. Pre-Trial Diversion 

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 

Standards and Goals recommends the diversion of offenders 

into non-criminal programs prior to formal adjudication 

in cases where a substantial likelihood exists that a 

conviction would be obtained but the abandonment of 

criminal prosecution would not result in societal harm. 

The arguments in favor of pre-trial diversion are four

fold: Incarceration prior to conviction is tantamount 

to depri va-tion of liberty, s ubj ecting persons prior to 

adjudication of guilt or innocence to seve~hardGhips. The 

second issue is cost. Not only is the maintenance of 

individuals in detention facilities a large public expense) 

but the cost is increased with each stage of the criminal 

processing system through which a non-diverted case must 

pass. Third, consistent with protection of the public 

welfare is the realization that it is best served by a 

non-punitive system characterized by individual program

ming and reintegration. Lastly, cases remaining in the 

system that could best be handled elsewhere provide an 

unnecessary drain on an already overburdened criminal 

justice network. 

The need exists for formally organized ,diversion 

programs at every stage in the criminal justice system 
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from the occurrence of an illegal act to the adjudication 

of the case. Priorities should be established for each 

stage in the process where diversion may occur, consider

ing the discretion involved and alternatives a~ailable to 

the decision makers. Formal liaisons should be estab

lished with both public and private agencies to whom per

sons may be referred. Diversion programs must also have 

clearly-defined objectives and success oriteria. 

The granting of pre-trial release and the form it 

takes should be based upon considerations such as the 

nature and circumstances of the case, the weight of the 

evidence, the defendant's ties to the community, and his 

criminal and bail-jump records. 

It is important that pre-trial diversion programs 

include mechanisms for dealing with both low-risk individuals 

who can be released on their own recognizance and those 

higher-risk individuals requiring supervision and additional 

servioes from oommunity agencies. Programs should be de

signed to impaot on both defendants and the public 

criminal justice agencies involved. Effective pro~rams 

can and should be vehicles for enabling the entire pre-

trial process to operate efficiently and fairly. 

Although researoh to date has shown a positive corre

laticn between diversion and non-recidivism, it should 
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be noted that selective screening mechanisms tend to 

single out for these programs those persons who already 

exhibit strong success potential, and often bias the 

data. Mechanisms for evaluating diversion programs on 

several dimensions, including both system and individual 

impact and cost-benefit analysis, must be built into them 

at the outset. 
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6. Case Managemen± 

The Prosecutor's Management Information System 

would, ironicallY, provide an effective defense case 

management tool once adapted to the defender organi

zation's data requirements. In the implementation of 

the prosecution priority, if no efforts are directed 

Page 65 

toward the defense barls ability to respond to the 

increased demands placed upon it, the system cannot succeed 

in realizing those goals. 
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1. Decriminalization 

Evaluations must be instituted to determine how much 

of the criminal justice system's time and resources are 

currently being devoted to the processing of victimless 

crimes. If these crimes were to be legislatively de

criminalized or diverted to an appropriate administrative 

agency, valuable reallocations of resources could occur. 

This would have the effect of enabling the criminal 

justice system to place more emphasis on priority criminal 

matters. 

Is the criminal law, rather than other available 

means of social contro~ really the a2propriate approach 

for dealing with such conduct as gambling, public intoxi

cation, prostitution, disorderly conduct, and minor 

marijuana offenses? In too many instances legislative 

bodies have responded to difficult social problems such 

as these by criminalizing the act involved. Society has 

been quick to institute criminal sanctions whenever personal 

behavior has deviated from the norm. 

Worthwhile values should be maintained and socially 

desirable institutions preserved. The criminal justice 

system must be capable of recognizing the difference between 

criminal conduct and socially undes'irable acti vi ty. 

Criminal sanctions are not the only means of regulating 
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conduct. Formal regulation in many fields is accomplished 
.1 

by licensing, imposition of civil liability, administra-

tive regulation, and sUbjection to non-criminal penalties. 

The assumption that the way to control essentially 

non-criminal behavior is to criminalize it interferes not 

only with the operation of the criminal law but clouds our 

ability to deal with social problems. Conduct possibly 

harmful only to the actor should be deterred through means 

o·cher than criminal sanction because enforcement is difficult 

and the results achieved are not significant in dealing 

with criminal activity. 

A typical sentence for a minor offender, such as the 

public drunk and/or streetwalker,is a trivial fine, a short 

jail stay, or a conditional or unconditional discharge. 

There are fevl benefits for the law enforcement establishment 

and much to be lost through implementation of the victimless 

statutes. The rational solution is to remove these matters 

from the system while making more appropriate provision for 

dealing with them outside the criminal justice system. 

UVictimless ll crimes such as gambling and prostitution 

are consensual transactions dr exchange which takes place 

between the parties. Enforcement of these statutes is 

usually ineffective creating a drain on the allocation of 

police and court resources. Since there are few c~mplainantsl 
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enforcement is extremely difficult. This in turn raises 

the question of whether this allocation of costly police 

resources is justified. Enforcement is often discretionary. 

This leads to cynicism, indifference to the law, and the 

police, and in some instances to bribery and corruption. 

Many segments of society feel threatened by calls for 

decriminalization of these IIborderline" offenses, fearing 

the effects of general permissiveness ,but the origins and 

aims of the ,proposed reforms are directed tow'ard installing 

a new'morality. There is merely a growing movement to 

purge the criminal justice system of those laws which do not 

serve a legitimate purpose or function as they were designed. 

Public intoxication is universally treated as criminal 

behavior. The drunkard is a problem to himself Lan incon

venience to some, but not a criminal threat to society. 

Criminal treatment and status of this offense has been a 

costly failure, burdening law enforcement agencies and re

presenting nearly one third of all arrests. Social services 

for treatment of alcoholism would be more cons'cructive and 

far less expensive. 

Included under the headi.ng of "gambling" can be found 

everything from social card games to numbers and bookmaking. 

As with other consensual crimes, criminal enforcement is 

difficult and not highly successful in controlling the vice. 

Public sertiments in favor of the decriminalization of 
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gambling has been registered and is reflected in the public's 

positive response to certain types of legalized gaming. 

Disorderly conduct and loitering stc:.tutes are often too 

broad and imprecise. The police are accorded great discre

tion in classifying this type of conduct as criminal. Dis

orderly conduct was shown in a recent crime statistic to be 

second only to drunkeness in the number of arrests made. 

Many criminal statutes regulate sexual relations between 

consenting adults. Proposed revision of these laws raises 

much passionate debate. Legal sanctions against activities 

such as rape, incest and sodomy are necessary and warranted, 

but regula-tions governing sexual acti vi ty between consenting 

adults is thought by some to be a goverp~ental invasion of 

privacy_ Attempts to outlaw and enforce prostitution 

statutes have been as unsuccessful as the efforts against 

gambling, often raising similar problems. 

Innumerable public and private organizations have ad

vocated reduction of marijuana penalties; some have urged 

that the drug be legalized. Scientific studies have indica

ted that the effects of its use and/or misuse are no more 

deleterious than use of alcohol. Several states have already 

legalized possession of the drug in the domicile. 

The solutions proposed here are by no means new or 

innovative but represent a constructive approach which must 

be ultiliz:d in 0verhauling the criminal justice system. 

--------- ------------ -----
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The costs to the system in terms of the diversion of valuable 

criminal justice resources away from the real priorities, 

the possibility of wrongdoing by criminal justice function

aries, and the harm done to the II criminal ll who really needs 

assistance, are immeasurable. How long must society wait 

and at what cost to its integrity until these changes are 

finally realized? 
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2. Criminal Procedure Revision 
Judicial Impact Statements 

There has been previous discussion of specific statutory 

changes recommended concerning the adjudication of criminal 

cases. The purpose of this section, then, will be to touch 

briefly upon the general requirements for legislative re-

vision of the criminal procedure statutes and the factors 

which must be taken into account in effecting those changes. 

In the past, the range of topics taken into considera-

tion in the drafting of criminal procedure legislation has 

been too limited. Legislation can have far reaching effects 

on the criminal justice system in tel'1llS of increased costs, 

demands on its limited resources and with regard to calendar 

congestion and backlogs. Furthermore r the legislature must 

be more amenable to change already enacted legislation. By 

being more responsive to criminal justice system feedback, 

effective legislative action can be a reality. 

In addition to the technological, organizational and 

procedural types of imprOVements required by courts, the 

~mvironment in which courts operate is a dYllamic one . 
. 

Criminal justice agencies are constantly revising their rules 

and procedures, legislatures and regulatory agencies are 

turning out new bills and rules, and appellate courts are 

trying to sort it all out in accordance with constitutional 

principles. Several years ago, at a meeting of the American 
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Bar, Association, Chief Justice Burger suggested that every 

piece of ne\.., legislation should have a judicial impact 

statement prepared along with it, to indicate to the 

judiciary and the criminal justice agencies involved what 

the proposed measure might mean in terms of increased court 

workload and demands on resources (manpower, transcript 

preparation capability, and judge-sitting time). Going 

beyond this, impact analyses of this type should be carried 

out not only for new or proposed legislation, but for appel

late court decisions, agency procedural and rule changes, 

and for proposed judicial rules. 

This type of analysis will at leas·t enable an adminis

trative judge at the circuit or district level as well as 

the state-level administrative officer to plan ahead for 

contingencies. 



-------------------------------------------
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3. Firearms Control 

It is quite appropriate to deal with this topic as a separate 

entity because the commission of so many of the priority 

crimes for the criminal jus·tice system involves the use of 

illegal handguns. By illegal we mean, simply, a weapon 

possession in violation of handgun registration statutes or 

a weapon stolen from either interstate shipments or the law 

enforcement establishment. 

The large metropolitan areas of the country are plagued 

by an alarmingly large supply of inexpensive handguns. Many 

of the homicides and other violent crimes are conuni tt.ed 

\vi th the use of a concealable weapon. Most criminal justic(3 

personnel are in agreement that Federal Gun Control legisla

tion is the most effective approach in dealing with ·this 

problem. They also are aware of the numerous attempts to 

legislate meaningful arms control on the national level. To 

date all meaningful efforts to legislate control of illegal 

handgun possession have been thwarted by the powerful anti

gun control lobby. 

The arguments for liberalized possession of handguns 

relates to the constitutional guarantees of the right to 

carry and bear arms. Many individuals in large urban centers 

feel the inadequacy of police protection is sufficient 

cause for possession of an unregistered weapon. In reading 

.. - - r-· 5 , 
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a ~eport produced by the Ne\v York State Select Coromi ttee on 

Crime entitled Gun Control .4:E.New York, it becomes apparent 

tha,t many of the homicides by firearm are committed by people 

knm'1n to the victim. Many victims were themselves in 

possession of unregistered weapons and seriously injured in 

attempting to defend themselves when attacked by felons. 

The continued existence of inexpensive unlicensed hand

guns must not be allowed to continue. There is a dire 

need for effective regulatory legislation. The problem in 

the New York metropolitan area revolves around the large 

number of illegal weapons, estimated by some sources to be 

in excess of two and one half million, and the virtually 

unrestricted flow of weapons entering the city annually. 

Addressing solely the first aspect of this problem would 

force the prices of illegal weapons to skyrocket,making 

commerce in the weapons much more attractive to gun 

traffickers. 

If it were possible to restrict the flo\'1 of weapons, 

the city would still be faced with the availability of an 

incredible number of \'1eapons. What may well be an effective 

solution to this problem temporarily, is st.atewide legisla

tion especially in face of the national legislature's failure 

to implement legislation in this area. 
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In New York State, statewide arms control legislation 

might include some of the following provisions: 

the sale of illegal handguns would be 
codified as a crime 

• possession of two or more illegal handguns 
shall be a presumption of intent to sell 

· conviction of possession of stolen weapons 
\1ill constitute a more serious crime than 
possession of an unregistered weapon 

· penalties for repeat violations of the section 
will be increased 

• acts constituting violations of one or more 
provisions of the statute would be punishable 
in accordance with the harshest penalties 

• an increase in the penalty for sale of weapons 
in distinction to mere illegal possession 

· stiffer penalties for possession of an illegal 
handgun used in the commission of a crime 

The passage of the legislation might include a period of 

amnesty in an attempt to dry up the weapons already in cir

culation. It is true that many ot.henlise law abiding citi-

zens may run afoul of this legislation, but the interests 

of society at large are significantly greater in recti-

fying this problem. In this. regard, the state of Massa-

chusetts recently enacted the Bartley-Fox state gun control 

la\v \vhich may prove to be a prime deterrent to carrying 
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guns. The law prohibits possession of a weapon away from 

a person's home or place of business w'i thout proper authoriza-

tion. Anyone convicted is subjected to a mandatory one 

year jail tenn with no plea bargaining or alternative sen-

tencing. 

Although in other respects the Massachusetts law is 

not viable for the City of New York it does present an 

innovative approach to this serious problem. Unfortunately 

for the victims who will be killed through the use of illegal 
. 

weapons, the criminal justice system, and society as a whole, 

the prospects of effective legislation appear to be a long 

way dow:1 the road. 
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III. RESEARCH 

A. Court System 

1. Unified City-wide Court Administration 

The process of administrative unification which has 

taken place in the City of New York recently has operated 

to solve many of the problems mentioned previously. In 

1974, the State Judiciary appointed an administrative judge 

with jurisdiction over all courts operating within the City 

except the Appellate and Surrogate Courts. This move was 

coupled with the appointment of a single administrative judge 

for the Criminal Court and the Criminal Terms of the Supreme 

Courts operating within the City. Similar appointments 

were made for the Civil Courts. 
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2. Utilization of Court Administrator 

A short time ago, the State Administrator for the Courts 

appointed a Deputy State Administrator for the New York City 

Courts. This individual is not a judge. He is a career 

Administrator. The full extent of his powers are not yet 

clear and it obviously too early to gauge his impact on 

the operations of the courts, but I believe that this action 

is one of the more important decisions taken in the City. 
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3. Data Analysis 

With the assistance of LEAA funds, uniform and auto

mated reporting systems have been developed and are operating 

for the criminal courts of the City. While these reporting 

systems are not without their faults, they are a dramatic 

improvement over their predecessors and the data they are 

supplying, their uniformity, timeliness and accuracy are 

enabling analysts, for the first time, to regularly measure 

court workload. This analysis has led, and will continue to 

lead, to revisions in the nature of data captured, stored 

and analyzed, ultimately resulting in a better picture of the 

work of the courts. 

Since we now have, for the first time, a relatively 

accurate picture of the work of the courts in the city we 

are finally in a position to pinpoint problem areas within 

the courts, design programs to deal with them and evaluate 

the results of those programs. Efforts towards that end, 

including solutions to the problems associated with ex

cessive adjournments, are already under.,vay. 

The statistical information now available to court 

administrators should lead to the establishment of better 

calendaring and case management methods and procedures. 

In addition to improved calendaring and case management, 

further gains toward effective crime control through a 

--- ------------ --~--- - --------
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speedy, just le.gal system can be achieved by implementation 

of adequate pretrial and presentence investigations, viable 

alternatives to incarceration, and institutional facilities 

that provide for the protection of society as well as for the 

resocialization of'offenders. 

The provision of comprehensive dispositional alterna

tives permits the evaluation of individual defendants so 

that a determination may be made that optimizes the disposi

tion of each case. 

An essential ingredient in the personalization of case 

processing as opposed to a II wholesale ll approach is the im

plementation of a system of keeping in touch with the progress 

of each case from start to finish as it travels through the 

criminal justice system. 

An ideal vehicle for accomplishing this task is demon

strated through another concribution of cdmputer technology. 

Officially billed as an offender-based-transaction-statistics 

system or OBTS, this data processing system makes it possible 

to keep track of a.n offender from the moment of his arrest 

to his final disposition and departure from the criminal 

- justice system. 

This computer application can store and generate up-to

the-minute data on an individual offender's status and 

locale as well as various other infonnation required by a 

given jurisdiction. 
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An offender based tracking system can include identifi

cation of the volume of activity within the component 

agencies of a particular criminal justice system and statis

tics rega~~ing time elapsed between the various processing 

points. 

Thus, in addition to assuring the maintenance of per

tinent information on a given individual, the OBTS system 

offers statistics on processing flows, backlogs and bottle

necks that will be of valuable assistance in policy evalua

tion and planning operations. 

OBTS systems are presently being developed by States 

as a component of State-level design and implementation of 

Comprehensive Data Systems for criminal justice agencies. 

These systems will provide for interfacing with local, state 

and federal sources of pertinent statistics and information. 

4. Control of Court Congestion and Delay 

Another area receiving research attention is that of 

court record gathering, record keeping and communication. 

Official recording of court proceedings is generally ac

complished by shorthand or stenotype techniques. These 

traditional court reporting services have been plagued by 

rising costs, manpower shortages and delays in court tran

script production. 

Circumstances such as the above have led the courts to 

seek alternate methods of court reporting and communication. 
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Those methods currently in experimental and testing stages 

include computer-aided transcription,dial-up visual com-

munication and the Gimelli System of Multi-Track Voice 

Wri ting. ~.omputer-aidGd transcription enables the court 

- transcript to be produced through computer utilization in-

stead of being dependent upon the original stenographer to 

manually produce a transcript from his or her notes. 

The dial-up visual communication system has the advantage 

of enabling individuals in separate locations to observe 
. 

and communicate with one another as well as to view and 

transmit documents from one locale to the other. 

The Gimelli System of Multi-Track Voice Writing provides 

the court with two alternative types of official records 

an audio record or a transcript, and thus provides an inde-

pendent verification of the court reporter's transcript. 
. I 

Since alternate methods for record~ng of court pro-

ceedings are still being tested, we will be dependent upon 

our present shorthand and stenotype techniques for general 

use for the present time. In conjunction with the.steno-

type method, a system of microfilming has been developed 

that enables rapid access and retrieval of court reporter's 

notes in the event a transcript is requested. By microfilm~ng 

the stenotype notes, a more durable method of preserving the 
. 

notes is achieved than would be t.he case wi·th the fragile 
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paper document that is produced on the stenotype machine. 

The microfilm form also allows for a considerable 

reduction in ~torage needs. Duplicate microfilm copies can 

easily be ~roduced facilitating a secure off-site storage 

capability. 

The Mayor's Criminal Justice Coordinating Council is 

presently funding a Decentralized Management Analyst program -

in the New York City Department of Correction. 

To date, this program has conducted a preliminary study 

of the Department's system for transporting inmates to and 

from court. The study includes data on vehicle scheduling, 

utilization, and maintenance. In addition, the transporta-

tion route, the central vehicle garage, preventive maintenance, 

and major repairs were studied in an effort to produce in-

formation which would alleviate problems developing from an 
i 

increased strain on transportation requirements. 

The analysts will be conducting follow-up analysis and 

recommendations, based on the findings of the preliminary 

study. 



. . 
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1. r.1anagement, Planning and Analysis 

Several management projects have been implemented in 

the various prosecutors' offices within the City of New 

York through the application of LEAA funds. The primary 

objectives of these operations were to reorganize the 

internal operational structure of those offices through 

the introduction of professional management ~ersonnel 

and to construct a planning bureau which would produce a 

capability for modifying the allocation'of resources within . 
the office to meet the ever changing demands of the criminal 

justice system. 

Some of the considerations that the respective planning 

bureaus have dealt with are: 

Planning for possible reorganization of 
superior court parts, reallocations 

Transferral of case calendaring from 
prosecution to courts administration 

Adapting office procedures in conformance 
with projected statutory changes 

Budgeting and planning allocations of funds 
consistent with office priorities 

Compilation of staffing patterns, manpower 
allocation and work schedules 

Designing, implementing prosecutor 
management and information systems 

Coordination, planning, development of 
'paperflow procedures and case screening 
criteria in both inferior and superior courts 

Analysis of entire range of procedural operations. 

-\ 
! 
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These programs represent a major thrust forward in an 

effort to assess the organizational difficulties of the large 

metropolitan prosecutor's offices through the application of 

professional managerial capabilities . 

• &, ... 
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2. Major Felony Processing 

The New York City Criminal Justice Coordinating Council 

has funded the establishment of Major Offense Bureaus in 

the prosecutor's offices in four counties. 

The Major Felony Processing concept permits intensified 

prosecution for major felonies exclusive of homicide and 

narcotics cases, with special emphasis placed on the gravity 

of the crime and strength of the case. The same assistant 

prosecutor assigned to present the case to the Grand Jury, 

usually within 24 hours of arraignment, also carries the 

case through final disposition. This vertical continuity 

procedure is primarily responsible for a decrease in median 

time from arraignment to disposition to an average of 70 days. 

The program offers a systematic approach to cases for 

intensified prosecution. A screening sheet based on a grad

ing point system is prepared in the complaint room during 

the initial stages of the prosecution. Points are computed 

on the basis of (a) the nature of the case - number of 

victims, type of crime, value of stolen property; (b) defen

dant evaluation - prior convictions, evidence of drug addiction; 

and (c) the strength of the case - identification, witnesses, 

and weapons recovered. A specified point total will prompt 

intensified consideration of the case. 

A control group is chosen to facilitate evaluation of 

the project. Control cases are immediately diverted back 

into the regular case processing system. 

o 
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The Major Felony Processing 9¥§§@g~f@ R§§ flit th~ 

recidivist the hardest. The sc£@§n~p~ ~r:9~@§§ @&~@~~tvely 

isolates such offenders. Further.m9¥@{ tfl@ §@t@~e.nt of 

speedy justice culminating in an e~mget e@¥tain ~¥i8q~ 
sentence may slow the tide of reg~givb§~~ 

vertical continuity and pro~~t ~¥g§@@Hti0B ~§~ig~@e 

assure ef~ect~ve prosecution of ~@f'i9H§ @¥im@: ~~~ g@!B¥? 

are minimized by trial readiness t@ ffieJ~@ @@¥teifl that a 

defendant cannot use a deterioratifi~ @e§§ e?ein§t him t9 

bargain for an unjustifiably low ~lga: All eflelf§i§ 

indicates that the Major Felony Bf@@@§§iH~ i§ hevin~ the 
desired impact on the criminal ju§t!@@ §V§t@ffi: 
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3. Case Screening - Early Case Assessment 
and Decision Making Programs - I & II 

The correlative problems of excessive post-indictment 

delay and high dismissal rate continue to plague both the 

superior and inferior court systems in the State of Ne'\'l 

York. 

\mile the Major Felony Processing Programs have dealt 

with the most serious offenses, effectively and efficiently, 

the bulk of incoming matters are charged and processed by 

inexperienced assistant prosecutors. As a result many 

weaker but sustainable cases are dismissed af-ter lengthy 

delays because case developmen-t was not commenced at the 

intake stage. This research effort attempts to demonstrate 

that the ability i.o prepare an effective prosecution de-

creases measurably with the length of time that elapses from 

arrest to trial. These factors have contributed to chronic 

delay and calendar congestion in the courts. 

By employing experienced trial lawyers at the complaint 

room stage with authority to refuse cases and the experience 

to recognize weaker cases, delays and dismissals can be 

substantially diminished. 

It is estimated that only 25-30~ of all felony arrests 

ever reach the superior court system. This project is 

designed to deal with the majority of incoming cases as 
,. 
~. 

opposed to other projects whi.ch are considerably more 

selective. 

------ ------------' --~-~-~--------------"'""---
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Recently it has been proposed that this screening 

procedure be expanded. The expansion will be known as 

Phase II. In each county of the city of New York a felony 

conferencing part will be added to review all cases 

surviving the preliminary hearing stage. The purpose of 

this project is to insure that only the most serious cases 

enter the ~uperior court. 

The cases constituting the existing backlog would be 

reconforenced in the same manner as the incoming matters 

are handled,with experienced personnel on each side. 

Crucial to success of the project is a prosecution policy 

of open disclosure, willingness of the prosecution to 

achieve negotiated plea settlements and full cooperation 

of the judiciary. 

Both of these projects point up a favorable trend in 

tho cooperation between respective criminal justice 

agencies. It is anticipated that the projects will 

facilitate felony case processing while relieving some of 

the pressure created by the tremendous calendar congestion. 
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4. Skills of Advocacy 

The Skills of Advocacy Program, funded by the 

New York City Criminal Justice Coordinating Council and 

implemented by the Queens County District Attor'ney' s 

Office, had its genesis in the speech delivered at Fordham 

University by Chief Justice Warren Burger in November of 

1973. Justice Burger highlighted the problems inheren·t in 

a system that permits all attorneys to try cases without 

regard to their courtroom experience and ability. This 

program assures the maximum effectiveness of assistant 

prosecutors by mandating a comprehensive knowledge of the 

criminal statutes and skillful training in trial techniques. 

This goal requires a concentrated course in decisional and 

statutory law and practice sessions designed to allow attorneys 

to discover their own errors and learn to correct them. 

The Skill of Advocacy Program offers a concentrated 

on-tIle-job training course whose curriculum includes, but 

is not limited to: case screening, motion, practice and 

trial tactics. Jury selection, witness examination, intro

duction of evidence, proper opening and closing statements 

are explored extensively. 

Practice sessions, including mock trials, hearings, 

pre-trial motions and discussions concerning courtroom 

presence comprise a major portion of the course. A training 

manual will be prepared for use during the project and then 

will be made available to other prosecutors. 
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Prosecutors have an obligation to the People of the 

State of New York to prosecute all cases within their 

respective jurisdictions. In order to guarantee the ability 

of assistant prosecutors to faithfully execute their 

responsibility, they must be well-trained advocates as 

well as extensively educated in criminal law. The program 

outlined ~s a significant step towards achieving these 

goals. 



~~.--- --_._--
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5. Video Recordings 

This project is oriented heavily towards research 

and development of videotape technology wi·thin the Bronx 

County prosecutor's office. 

This project is designed to test the utility of video

tape recordings of defendant interrogations, witness 

statement~ and line-up identifications, for use in sub

sequent court proceedings. 

The objective of the use of videotape is to provide 

the court with an accurate, unambiguous record of the 

circumstances in which statements were taken and the line-up 

'vas conducted \;lhile reducing the time involved in resolving 

i.e~)al issues ~rising out of these proceedings. 

The pse of videotape recordings in criminal proceedings 

is relati~J·\;;:ly nmv. A variety of legal questions exist with 

respect to their use, many raising substantial constitutional 

issues. A secondary objective of the project is to under

take the necessary legal research in order to establish the 

legality of their use on a regular basis. 

This is a project which paves the way for the transfer 

of new technology to regular court proceedings, hoping to 

resolve the legal issues associated with the use of videotape 

recording, work out the technical bugs, and provide a data 

basis for cost-benefit analysis testing the feasibility of 

introducing the program in other counties of the City. 
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6. Consumer Frauds 

Research into the prosecution of consumer fraud has 

recently come to be a priority for the criminal justice 

system. The impetus has been a sharp increase in the 

volume of consumer related complaints. It is not 'clear 

whether this increase is a function of an increasingly 

educated consumer or a definitive upsurge in this type of 

criminal behavior. 

Nevertheless, prosecutorial response to this type 

of activity has been understandably subdued. Prosecutors 

faced with the tremendous increase in violent criminal 

activity and the accompanying public concern have allocated 

resources to those areas. The emphasis on the traditional 

type of criminal behavior has relegated the consumer fraud 

area to relative obscurity. 

This situation has begun to be 'transformed with the 

appropriation of LEAA funding, through the Criminal Justice 

Coordinating Council in the City of New York. The emphasis 

has been to concentrat:c-) on those criminal schemes affecting 

large numbers of consumers, as registered by the number of 

complaints either directly received by the prosecutor's 

office or referred by other criminal justice agencies. 

This attempt to eradicate sys'tema.tic criminal behavior has 

enhanced both investiga'tory and prosecutorial expertise 

in this area. 
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Prosecution efforts have been restricted by 

the applicable criminal legislative sanctions which center 

around the larceny statutes. All prosecutions in the 

state of New York must prove a theft, conforming the 

proof to this theory. AnothGr problem has been the 

sophisticated nature of the activity sought to be curtailed. 

ExpGrt technical testimony is usually required to prove 

a case. 

Evidentiary techniques are being standardized and 

developed to facilitate prosecution of even the more 

erudite consumer fraud scheme. 

It is reassuring that finally the prosecutors have 

coordino:l:Gd their Gfforts and concentrated the availablG 

resources to seek redress in an area of criminal activity 

that has all members of society as its potential victims. 
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1. Law Advisory Bureau 

In April 1975 the New York City Criminal Justice Coor-

dinating Council funded the Legal Aid Society's Lavl Advisory 

Burc-:'!au to coordinate and assist the Criminal Defense Division 

training unit in i·ts continuing education program for staff 

at·torneys. rrhe bureau staff consists of attorneys experi-

enced in trial and appellate prac·tice who devote their full 

time to research and analysis of case law. 

This program assists the defense counsel by: 

1. Providing staff attorneys with access 
to experienced a·ttorneys who render 
assistance on complex issues of law 
and prepare memoranda of law prior to 
and during actual trial engagements. 

2. Providing a full-time emergency service 
whereby a·t:torneys on trial could obtain 
immediate and expert advice on unusual 
and unexpected legal issues by telephone. 

3. Developing procedures to assist the 
training unit in conduct.ing bi -weekly 
analyses of reccnt cases as they bear 
on trial practice and appellatc review. 

4. Developing and maintaining a current 
library of briefs, memoranda of law and 
lIslip opinions ll as an additional refer
ence and advisory source to staff 
attorneys. 

The defense of crilninal cases has become more complex and 

difficult, due primarily to rapid changes in the criminal 

law over the past several years. Another factor is the 

courts' insistcnce on formal motion practice, which requires 
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submission of memoranda of law. 

Defense attorneys do not have the time required to 

fully research issues and explore current trends in the 
I 

law because of their large caseloads. It has 'become 

necessary to develop units such as the Law Advisory 

Bureau that can assis,t, advise, and continue the training 

required by trial attorneys. 

I _______________ ~-,--~-~-----
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2. Pre..:.Sentence Services Group 

The Legal Aid Society's Pre-Sentence Services Group 

was formed in Nnrch 1974 under the auspices of the Nevv 

York City Criminal Justice Cooidinating Council to pro

vide teams of trained field investigators and social 

workers to conduct the necessary background investigation 

and to prepare pre-sentence memoranda. 

Prior to commencement of this project, attorneys in 

the Criminal Defense Division prepared these memoranda 

themselves. However, lacking time and the necessary 

social vmrk skills to conduct a proper investigation of 

the defendant f s ba.ckground, -the attorneys were not suffi

ciently prepared for the task. The use of social \'lork and 

investigative professionals has released at-torneys to con

centrate on the legul aspects of their cases. 

Cases are selectively referred to the Pre-Sentence 

Services Group by staff attorneys after a finding of guilt. 

Pre-Sentence Sel7vices Group services clients convicted of 

serious crimes who lack credible employment and educational 

backgrounds and those who may have prior criminal histories. 

For some clients, Pre-Sentence Services Group memoranda 

can avert incarcer-tation by providing viable programma-tic 

alternativE's; for others, intervention may impact solely 

by minimizing the penal time to be served. 
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A first-year evaluation of the project conducted by 

the Institut.G of Judicial Administration determined that 

lighter sentences seem to be given whc~ pre-sentence 

memoranda arc submitted than when nonG has been submitted. 

In addition, the data collection me·thods utilized and 

the actual data obtained has proven to be accurate and 

reliable. The program provides members of the judiciary 

with concrete information presenting choices for alterna

tives to incarceration, alternatives that will benefit 

society and the needs of each individual. 



" 
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3. Pre-Trial Serv:.ices Ager.2cy 

Perhaps the most important func,tion in the pre-trial 

process is keeping non-dangGrous defendants from punitive 

pre-trial incurceration, while at the same time assuring 

their appearance in court. New York City's Pre-Trial 

Services Agency was established in 1973 as an innovative 

attempt to impact on the pre-trial process. The agency's 

stated goals are the reduction of pre-trial detention 

time of defendants \vho could be safely released to the 

con~unity pending trial, the reduction of the failure-to

appear rate of defendants released from detention and 

a\vaiting trial, and the development of a city-\vide pre-trial 

services system which provides a variety of services both 

to defendants and to public criminal justice agencies, thus 

enabling the entire process to function efficiently, yet 

equitably. 

Program services are broken down into components 

designed specifically for the type of clients in each. The 

Release on RecogniZance component is predicated upon the 

assumption that the strongGr a defendant's ties to the 

conununi ty I the less likely he is to J i.!j'np bail. Clients 

are screened for information relative to their community 

roots, such as stable residence, close family ties, and 

steady employment. Clien'ts evaluat,ed as low risks for 

jumping bail are recommended for Release on Recognizance 

at arraignment. An independent evaluation has shown that 

'de-
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th8 Pre-Trinl Services Agency recommended npproximatcJy 

63~ of all defendants for Release on Recognizance and 

that 42~ of the defendants were, in fact, released on 

thoir own r(~cogni.zance at arraignment. 1'11e judic:.ary 

has agreed with the agency recommendation for release 

in 51~ of the cases, and agreed in 79~ of the cases whore 

Pre-Trial Services Agency has recommended against release 

on recognizance. Only 9% of all Pre-Trial Services Agency 

scheduled appearances were 110-1: met by defendants. 

The Supervised Release componen't involves the release 

of certain high-risk defendants without bail under special 

conditions of supervision. Defendants selected for thi~ 

program are provided wi,th a package of services which 

includes counseling, job training, and supervision by a 

cooperating community group_ 

Organizational models and operational procedures are 

currently being tested to determine the bes't method of 

pre-trial release and provide a model for city-wide expansion 

of the pl~ogJ:-am. Controlled experiments \vi11 enable the 

Pre-Trial Services Agency to determine whether it may 

appropriately assume additional functions in the pre-'trial 

process. 



-
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4. Traininq-Profcssional -.---:-----_._._-_._-
The Legal Aid Society of the City of New York hac 

implemented an extremely effective training effort Wllich 

encompaBses both training of newly appointed personnel 

and continuing education of staff attorneys. 

Full-time staff personnel train incoming groups of 

prospective defonse attorneys in the nuances of statutory, 

decisional and trial practice principles. The theorcti-

cal aspects of the training arc integrated with both 

simulations and on-the-job -training. '1'1113 on-the-job 

training is accomplished by inten{peJ:'sing experienced 

personnel with the novice personnel. 

Contim.1ing .education efforts hnve produced pOJ:'iodJc 

seminars in topics of interest or specialization as well 

as lectures on nmvly enacted statutes. Periodically r 

pamphlets of decisional lmv and information germune to 

t11e defense of criminal matters is provided to defensQ 

counsel. 

As previously mentioned, the public defender organi~a-

tion is particularly amenable to this type of info:t:mation 

dissemination and training. 

Trai!:i.l~<1-.?ara -pro f~'?s sional:. 

The Para"-profcssiona.l Training-Unit within the L0gal 

Aid Society was funded by the Nmv York City Criminal 

Justice Coordinating Council as a training unit for the 
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parl1-·pl'ofc~~;~donals I nidos nnd inv('sti~Ji1.tors within tlw 

Criminal !)(:fc·nso Division. 

As a result of this grant, <:lll new employees in th(! 

abovo montiol:c:d. title rC'ccivc an orientation progruHl 

to familiarize them with the Legal Aid Society, the 

criminal ju}}t:'i.ce systt:'rn in NC:vl YorJ:. City, its udminist~(·a~· 

ti va rul(;f.:l and regulations I nnc1 the tGrms of th(d ,(.' cmplOji'lcnt. 

Tlw unit:. has dev(~lopl?c1 an on-going core curriculum 

keyed t:o the indicated job titlc.:s, including prison 

legal assistants, legal service assistants, field invostl

gators and case aides, investigative aides, ~tatisticlll 

cu:wist.:mt ~iOt; ifll workers rand t:i1l1iLlr staff ·throughout 

til(! Crimil"wl Defellsc DiviL~ion. 'reclmiq1..tcs use:d in thi::; 

trainin~j com:sC' incl1..1<1o lectm:'cs, scminar£; r examples of 

interviewing anJ mocJ~ Lrials. nlso included is n continu

ing oduc<:~I:ion program for Investigative Aides to prepal'<.: 

them :f01~ tram; U:.:i.on tu Invest.igator status. A program 

of this natu~0 will dcvelop in-hous0 expertise in training 

mc'thoc.1o.togy dnd applicat:ion, promoting a greater Und(:.!r8tHndin~3' 

of 'tho dc'fc;ll1s.,! r.ole by the non-la\-lyer staff. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This roport attempts t.o ~mmmi1ri~>,e some of tht~ curn:nt 

thinking in the area of court operations. The suggestions 

made in the document do not roquire massivc infusion of ncw 

funds, but they do necessitate a courageous restructuring 

of t.he entire: criminal jVGticQ syst:cm. 

The report attempts to view the criminal justice 

system as a whole. The solutions proposGc1 in this document 

are intended to be integrated with each oth2r to form a 

cohesive app:roach to 'the) problem of case processing. 

Criminal justice experts believe that if one area of the 

systom undergoes radical changcr the shock WQves created by 

thc::.H'; chal1~res affec tall t.he oth~!r compon(-mts of the 

crill11n~,tl justice system. 'l'bercforo, any proposed alt.\;n~i3 t~ion 

in the mothoC:: of h.:1n(llin~f criminnl cases mUBt be \V'oi(jhea 

agaim:;t its imp.:'1.ct on th0 oth''::;r components of the syst~cm. 

Although the report concentratoD on criminal case proce~Ring 

becnus(~ of tho irnmcdia tE~ probloms to be found in the court 

syst(;'m, the result of implemonting the proposed chang(~s \I1i11 

be felt throughout the sysl::.0m. 

The decriminalization of certain victimless crimes 

will increase the public's confidonce in the law, decrease 

the usc of police officors as guardians of public morals 

While allowing them to concentrate on the job of protocting 

the pcoplt; they sorvo r a110\'1 for a ruc1ical redis·tribution of 
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munpowc.:r nnd tal cnt in t.he court Sy~,;tclll, and relieve the 

ovcrburdcmc.d correction.').1 innti tutiOIw. Clc:lrly f ·the rc

form of certain of the; pre~lc:nt p\;~nc::l 1mvs v7i11 nl1mv for 

0. robi:cth in c..~onfi(l(;ncc in the criminal jUf::tic(! system. 

In the: ~3<.m!(;;~ m,dmcr f the procedural reforms propo::~cd 

in thc~ c10CUlH(?nt \viJ1 stn"lynlin8 pr~'sont court operations. 

In turn, the incre~sQd efficiency of the courts will on

cour:;::~rc the public to cha.nqc~ its pn:;;":'nt att.i tnt.lcs to'itl'nn1 

th<.~ syst.c:m. 'rho ricf)chc;'·. effoct of this incrc':H~~;d confi

dence in the court sy~t~n will be felt in the closer coop(~rct

tion thi~; puhlic \,li11 g;;.vc' the; Iml enfoI'ccmc:nt os\.:ubl:L~~hil,l·nL. 

Theso bonoficiul results can be dcmQnstr~ted for CRoll 

howevcl: r th(,t; 011() POEdtiVl: n:for.n \'11J.1 be:: fcJ t. throu/:ihou\: 

the crLm:i.nRl justic("~ cy!, t.::r'l; and rItany of {:118 f~uggestiO!::; 

made in th\:~ documont., should t.ht!y be cmact.ed r \viII s\~rv\; to 

rcjuvcnutc th(: C!ntire SyGtCln~ 

It ffi\.U;t be uddE.,dt.h:1t. many of -l:he recommcr:dntio12:";; cu;n-

pilQd in thin rc~por:t haVt'" beon m.::tdl! by others prcviou;,ly. 

It is sad tlv,;' ·t.hey need to be ri~i"tC'rD..tcd at this l(Jt(~ date. 

But, thn f.Hv:10C:s tions hav(~ yet to be impJ.<::rncntGd. 'rhe prcs-

surGS for Ch.:"H,]C h~~va obvi01 .. U;ly not offset tho resistance' 

to modi 'fy tho tro.ditiolllll rn(~thodr; of case proc(?f:")sing I but 

the situnt::i.cm has no\'1 bC'Gomc cr:i.tical. There is no time to 

.~-- ~~- --~ - -



\vil.l. t. Action must Lh.! t,tkon h;;>foro the sys l:cm breal:G do,,;n 

entirely. 

hlhat: IH~d.c·s L:h:i s rcp01't (Uftcrcmt from others which 

hllV() been rc-:lc~H~cd in pn-'VLous ycan3 in that it. docs not 

call for new funds but rather for increased productivity 

of thl' ~;ystom \ s limj. ted rCE"Ol1rcc!.;. In thi.s respect:, the 

rc-!por t. is il11 immensely opt.imistic docnment. Its them(' is 

thnt the systc:m cnn c1cvelol,) the Gilpablli ty of helpi.ng itself 

withcH.1t the need of extcl:"uitl ilssist.:;mc(:. '1'118 report (lumi.iJ1c1n 

that th.:? truly cap.:,})l\,} pvople \vi thin the sy::;tcm devotc! their 

at tc:nt.ion an,} encl'gien 1:0 rtdopting rw\'l approaches and nC;;vl 

ideas so that the sys cem m;)y o\rercom<;\ the s8c:;mingly in801u

able problcEls confronting it today. 
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